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A considerable amount of research has focused on load-sharing and system

effects in repetitive-member wood floor systems subject to transverse loading.

However, relatively few studies have been conducted to investigate load-sharing

and system effects in repetitive-member wall systems which may be subject to

combined transverse and gravity (vertical) loading, and which may have different

boundary conditions from floors. This research investigates load-sharing and

system effects in light-frame wood wall systems and seeks to develop repetitive-

member system factors for codified design that rationally account for load sharing

and other system effects. These factors are intended for use in the design of

individual wall members, much as repetitive-member factors are used in the design

of parallel-member floor and roof systems. As part of this research, an analytical

model was developed to account for partial composite action, two-way action, and

openings in the wall system. The model was validated using experimental test

results and was shown to be able to predict reasonably well the response of light-

frame wall systems. The model was then incorporated into a Monte Carlo



simulation to perform reliability analyses of light-frame wall systems. Since the

structural model is complex, and including a time-history analysis within the time-

dependent simulation was not computationally practical, the load combination issue

was considered separately from the reliability analysis. Sensitivity studies were

conducted to investigate how different system parameters affect strength and

reliability of light-frame wall systems. The reliability of light-frame wall systems

was next evaluated using a portfolio of representative light-frame wall systems

designed according to current code provisions. This portfolio approach was also

used in evaluating system factors for light-frame wall systems. Thus, two different

approaches (a reliability-based approach and a strength-ratio approach) were

considered for developing system factors for member-design to account for load

sharing, partial composite action and other system effects. Using the strength-ratio

approach, a new framework for system factors (i.e., partial system factors) is

suggested in which the effects of partial composite action, load sharing, load

redistribution and system size (number of members) are treated separately.
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Load Sharing and System Factors for Light-Frame Wall Systems

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Light-frame wood structural systems are widely used in residential and

other low-rise buildings in North America. A light-frame wood structure generally

includes a combination of floor systems, roof systems and wall systems. Floor

systems (e.g., floor-joist system) and wall systems (e.g., stud wall systems) are

most commonly repetitive member systems. Beneficial load-sharing action as well

as partial composite action in these repetitive-member systems has been recognized

to exist and can be viewed as a competitive opportunity for wood frame systems if

rationally accounted for in the design process. The load-sharing action is largely

attributable to the combination of variability and correlation in the mechanical

properties of wood.

Beneficial system behavior has been acknowledged in the design of

repetitive-member systems. The National Design Specification [AF&PA, 1997]

permits the use of a repetitive use factor of 1.15 to modify the allowable bending

stresses of dimension lumber members. This factor is intended to account for load-

sharing or redistribution of load between framing members and partial composite

T- or I-beam action. The LRFD Specification [AF&PA, 1996] provides similar

factors for the nominal flexural strength ranging from 1.04 to 1.15 depending on

whether dimension lumber, I-joists, glulam or structural composite lumber is used.

A system factor of 1.15 is also specified in ASTM Standard D 1990-97 111999].
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However, these factors were initially developed based on a simple statistical model

(as discussed later in Chapter 2) rather than a more rigorous or comprehensive

analytical study, which was not possible at the time.

Since the 1970's, many efforts have focused on developing a better

understand of system behavior of light-frame repetitive-member assemblies. Most

of these studies have focused on modeling and analysis of floor-joist systems

[Bulleit and Liu, 1995; DeBonis, 1980; Foschi, 1982; Goodman et al, 1974; Liu

and Bulleit, 1995a and 1995b; McCutcheon, 1984; Philpot et al., 1994, 1995;

Polensek, 1972; Rosowsky and Ellingwood, 1991; Thompson et al., 1975;

Vanderbilt et al, 1974; Wheat, 1980] and wood roof systems [Cramer and Wolfe,

1989; Mtenga et al., 1995]. Comparatively less effort has been placed on wood stud

wall systems [Bulleit and Rosowsky, 1998; Gromala and Polensek, 1983; Kasal

and Leichti, 1992; Polensek, 1975a and 1975b; Srikanth, 1992].

Light-frame walls, which differ from floor-joist systems subject to

transverse loads only, are essential subassemblies used to transmit roof, floor, wind

and seismic loads into lower stories and eventually into the foundation. A wall

system consists of studs, top plates and bottom plates, coverings and connectors.

Wall studs with nominal dimensions 2 x 4 inches or 2 x 6 inches, are typically

spaced between 16 and 24 inches on center. Wall coverings are mostly commonly

plywood or OSB on the exterior and gypsum wallboard on the interior. Nails,

adhesives or other fasteners are used to connect studs, plates and sheathing to form

a highly indeterminate structural system.
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This research investigates load-sharing and system effects in light-frame

wall systems and evaluates system factors for codified design that rationally

account for load-sharing and other system behavior. An objective at the onset of

this research was to develop system factors that could be used in the design of

individual wall members, much as repetitive member factors are used in the design

of parallel-member floor and roof systems. There has been some discussion and

debate in recent years over appropriate system factors for wall studs, which are

typically much smaller in cross-section than floor joists. In addition to having

greater flexibility than floors, wood stud walls may be subject to the actions of

combined loads and their load-sharing behavior may be influenced significantly by

the presence of openings [Rosowsky et al., 2001].

Previous studies have suggested a wide range of system factors, as result of

large variabilities and complex system behavior [Folz and Foschi, 1989; Bulleit and

Liu, 1995; Rosowsky and Ellingwood, 1991]. A single system factor may, in fact,

not be adequate to account for a wide range of system configurations, loading

types, and so forth. For example, framing members and sheathing may be nailed,

glued, or both. Clearly, these three kinds of joints provide very different composite

action and a single system factor (e.g., 1.15) may not be appropriate or economic.

The LRFD specification [AF&PA, I 997] has adopted multiple system factors for

designing repetitive-member systems. The code committee has recognized the need

for multiple system factors in order to account for load-sharing effects in systems

of different materials and is willing to accept design procedures having different
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values of system factors. It is reasonable and timely to introduce a new framework

of system factors for use in the codified design equations. This research, therefore,

investigates the possibility and applicability of multiple system factors to account

for different system effects.

1.2 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

A stud wall in a light-frame structure may be an exterior or an interior wall,

and may be a load-bearing or a non-load-bearing wall. The wall system may also

need to act as a shear wall. This research focuses on exterior load-bearing stud

walls which may be subjected to a combination of transverse wind load (out-of-

plane) and gravity (vertical) loads. In-plane lateral loads due to wind or earthquake

are not considered.

1.3 ORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 reviews previous studies on modeling, reliability analysis, and

system factor evaluation of repetitive-member systems with an emphasis on light-

frame walls. The analytical model used in this research is described fully in

Chapter 3. The model is validated using actual test data, then used to perform a

series of parametric studies, and finally incorporated into a Monte Carlo simulation

(MCS) to evaluate strength and reliability of stud wall systems. These are topics

addressed in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapters 6 and 7 describe the development of

system factors for use in codified design. A new framework of system factors is
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proposed and evaluated using both a reliability-based approach and a strength-ratio

approach (defined in Chapter 6). Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the research,

presents conclusions, and makes suggestions for future work.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 PARTIAL COMPOSITE ACTION AND NAIL JOINTS

In wood frame construction, floors, roofs and walls typically are built using

a combination of lumber and sheathing, connected together using glue, nails or

both. When nailed components are loaded laterally, there is slip between the

framing and the sheathing. This is referred to partial composite action. Early

studies of T- or I-beam action behavior were associated with the design of the

aircraft and ship structures. The first studies of bending behavior of units with

composite action may have been those by von Karman and Schade in the 1920's

[Amana and Booth, 1967]. Newmark, Seiss and Viest [19511 investigated

incomplete interaction of composite beams consisting of a concrete slab and a steel

I-beam. They also solved the problem of analyzing a composite T-beam consisting

of a concrete flange and steel web with slip in the flange-web interlayer. Most

studies prior to the work by Amana and Booth [1967] dealt with isotropic plates

and did not consider the effect of plate flexure. Amana and Booth studied nailed

and glued plywood stressed-skin components and provided a rational basis for the

analysis and design of these components using the concepts of a stiffening factor

and effective breadth. Goodman and Popov [1968] studied layer beams with

interlayer slip.

The partial composite action (PCA) in sheathed wood structures is caused,

in major part, by the nails providing non-rigid connections of the sheathing to the



lumber. To consider the PCA effect in the analysis of sheathed wood structures, a

relationship between load and the resulting slip must be established. Many studies

have focused on this issue. These are reviewed next.

Assuming nails or bolts as beams of finite length on elastic foundations,

Kuenzi [1955] used the solutions given by Hetenyi [1946] to develop a theoretical

analysis of nailed or bolted connections subject to lateral loads. Based on the work

by Kuenzi [1955], Wilkinson [1971, 1972] derived a simple relation between shear

load and joint slip for laterally loaded nails in a two-member wood joint or a joint

with dissimilar members. McCutcheon's subsequent research [McCutcheon, 1977,

1986] presented a simplified method for computing the deflections of partial

composite wood floor joists. McLain [1975] derived the following nonlinear

(logarithmic) regression relationship to describe the behavior of laterally loaded

nail joints:

P=A1og10(1+BA)
(2.1)

where P is nail force in pounds; i is nail slip in inches; and A and B are curve

fitting parameters predicted from the specific gravities of the joined members.

Stone [1980] later showed the prediction of parameters A and B depend, not only

on specific gravities, but on nail diameter, the thicknesses of the jointed members

and the gap size. Gromala [19851 reported lateral nail resistance data for ten

common sheathing materials. Sheathing materials tested include plywood,



flakeboard, hardboard, and gypsum board. He concluded that there was no

appreciable difference in strength under cyclic and monotonic loading.

Based on data from joint tests of Southern Pine studs (2x4) and 3/8-inch

Douglas-fir plywood sheathing, Loferski and Polensek [19821 developed regression

equations to predict the inelastic behavior of laterally loaded nail joints between

Douglas-fir studs (2x4) and 3/8-inch Douglas-Fir sheathing plywood. They

observed close agreement between the predicted and experimental values. While by

no means a complete review of all of the testing and modeling activities in laterally

loaded dowel connections, this brief review confirms that such tests have been

ongoing for more than 50 years and that this continues to be a topic for study and

analysis.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND NUMERICAL MODELING OF LOAD-
SHARING SYSTEMS

Gromala and Sharp [1990] and Wolfe [1990] presented some of the

background for the 15% increase in allowable bending stresses recommended for

multiple or repetitive member systems. The current value of 1.15 which is specified

in NDS [1997] and ASTM D1990-97 [1999] (similar factors also exist in LRFD)

was originally based on a simplified assembly analog comprising three parallel

bending members, termed an averaging model. The strength of the assembly is

assumed to be the average of the three members, i.e., the mean of the system

strength is equal to the mean of the element strength and the variance of the system



strength is taken as one-third the variance of the element strength. The

characteristic strength of the assembly (typically the 5% percentile value) is greater

than that of the individual member due to the reduced variance (Figure 2.1). This

increase would be equal to 15% if the element strength has a coefficient of

variation of 0.16 the element and system strengths are assumed to be normally

distributed. The increase for dimension lumber could be higher since COy

typically ranges from 0.30 to 0.40. Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show that a load-sharing

factor, defined as the ratio of 5thpercentile system strength to the 5thpercentile

element strength, is not only a function of element strength COY, but is also quite

sensitive to the number of members and assumed distribution of element strength.

Bonnicksen and Suddarth [1966] investigated the load-sharing behavior of

triplet 2 by 6-inch wood beams composed of three joists vertically laminated by

nails. A total of 100 single 2 by 6-inch wood beams and 100 triplet 2 by 6-inch

wood beams were tested. They noted that a substantial decrease in COV and a

slight decrease in the mean of strength of the triplets 2x6's versus the single 2x6's.

Similar results were also reported by Wilson and Cottingham [1947].

Zahn [19701 studied two types of (idealized) multiple-member structures:

weakest-link systems and brittlest-link systems. He defined the latter as one in

which all elements are constrained to have the same deflection and the brittlest fails

first. He concluded that a rigid deck (i.e., brittlest-link system) would give a

maximum load-sharing increase of 12% (5-member system) if this load-sharing

effect is defined as the increased load capacity of a brittlest-link system over a
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weakest-link system. It should be noted that the strength of the structure was taken

to be the load at which the first member breaks. This failure criterion may not be

appropriate for a brittlest-link system. T-beam action or partial composite action

was not considered in Zahn's study.

Wood structural systems, including multiple-member systems, are highly

complex structural assemblies. They are neither weakest-link nor brittlest-link type.

Since the 1970's, there have been many attempts to evaluate the behavior of wood

repetitive member systems both experimentally and analytically.

Researchers at Colorado State University developed a mathematical model

to predict the behavior of wood joist structural systems [Goodman et al., 1974;

Thompson et al., 1975 and 1977; Vanderbilt et al., 1974]. This model idealized a

wood joist floor as a system of crossing beams ignoring the contribution of the

torsional stiffness of the sheathing and T-beams. This model was verified through

an extensive series of full-scale tests on T-beams and floors and was incorporated

in the program FEAFLO (Finite Element Analysis of Floors). Based on this work,

Wheat et al. [1980 and 1983] developed another program, NONFLO (Nonlinear

Floor Analysis), to account for nonlinear behavior of fasteners. Wheat et al. [1983]

studied wood floors with nonlinear nail stiffness and showed that a linear analysis

with service load level nail stiffness predicts system strengths (based on first-joist

rupture) which are 10-15% higher than those predicted with the assumption of

nonlinear nail stiffness. They also showed that it was possible to develop an
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equivalent reduced linear stiffness from a nonlinear analysis which can then be

used in a linear analysis.

DeBonis [19801 studied wood load-sharing systems with three or five

members and an aluminum bar as the load-distributing element. A mathematical

load-sharing model was developed and shown to accurately predict the ultimate

strengths of parallel wood member systems.

Foschi [19821 developed a floor analysis program, FAP, which is a

combined Fourier series and finite element analysis of wood joist floors. FAP

considered the lateral and torsional deformations of the joists as degrees of

freedom.

Cramer and Wolfe [1989] developed a model to predict the load distribution

in a trussed roof assembly. In their model, the effect of sheathing is considered in

two ways. Elements modeling the top chord are adjusted to consider the partial

composite action effect between the chord and the attached sheathing. The

sheathing is also considered as a single continuous beam oriented transverse to the

truss chords. This model was incorporated in the program ROOFSYS.

Based on the work by Amana and Booth [1967], Polensek [1976a]

developed a nonlinear finite element model (FINWALL) of wood-stud walls under

axial and bending load. The model, consisting of I-beam-column elements and

plate elements, was able to account for the PCA effect, load-sharing among studs

with various stiffnesses, and nonlinear behavior of studs and nail joints. However,

the nonlinear behavior of a stud was accounted for by taking different moduli of
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elasticity at different deflection levels of the stud, which were only able to be

estimated from the experimental load-deformation relation of the stud. The

accuracy of this model depended largely on the experimental load-deformation

relation of the stud as well as mechanical behavior of wall coverings and nail joints.

Polensek [1976a] compared the test results of three full-scale walls with FiN WALL

performance predictions and found the predicted first-member failure loads

approximated well actual loads at the time of the first failure. Gromala [1983] used

the same model to evaluate performance of conventional wall systems. Ten walls of

various configurations were tested. Average strength and deflection were predicted

at 1.10 (ranging from 0.79 to 1.46) and 1.06 (ranging from 0.62 to .35) times test

values, respectively.

As an alternative to sophisticated finite element models developed for floors

and walls, a much simpler model was presented by McCutcheon [1984] to account

for variability of joist stiffness and two-way action using an analog which

represents a floor as a beam supported by elastic springs. The beam-spring analog

model has been used extensively for reliability analysis of floor systems [Bulleit

and Liu, 1995; Rosowsky and Ellingwood, 1991; Philpot et al., 1994, 1995;

Srikanth, 1992].

2.3 RELIABILITY OF LIGHT-FRAME LOAD-SHARiNG SYSTEMS

The reliability of structural systems became a serious research subject

starting only around 1980, in spite of the fact that important insights were gained
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during the 1970's. Initially, efforts were focused on a few idealized systems such as

a chain with n links, a rigid-plastic portal frame (or slightly more complicated

systems), and a bundle-of-threads system with equal load-sharing [Rackwitz,

19921. The developments in this subject are largely due to advances in

computational technologies. The following section focuses on application of

system reliability concepts to wood structural systems. Further discussion on more

general system reliability methods may be found elsewhere [Ditlevsen and

Bjerager, 1986; Melchers, 1999].

The reliability analysis of realistic structural systems requires some

simplifications and idealizations since the analysis of these realistic systems, even

within deterministic framework, can be a considerable task [Meichers, 1999].

Bulleit [1987] used a Markov model to estimate system reliabilities of wood floor

systems. The failure of a sheathed lumber system was modeled as a Markov chain

which allowed only one member to fail under a given load cycle and assumed

system failure to occur with the failure of two-adjacent members. The assumption

that the Markov process was stationary makes this approach difficult to be applied

to the structural systems with time-variant resistances [Rosowsky and Ellingwood,

1990].

Foschi [1984] developed a procedure to assess reliability of wood structural

systems based on Monte Carlo simulation. This approach accounted for duration of

load effect (i.e., DOL effect) through a damage accumulation model. The factors in

the model were calculated on the basis of structural analysis of the system.
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Rosowsky et al. [1991] studied the effects on system reliability of DOL and

damage accumulation under time-variant loading, also in a simulation-based

analysis. Two bounding cases of parallel member systems were considered: a rigid

deck and a flexible deck system. The limit state was a function of the number of

members in the system. It was concluded that the DOL effect should be taken into

account in a system reliability analysis of wood-joist floors, as failure to do so

results in overestimating the system reliabilites.

Bulleit and Liu [Bulleit and Liu, 1995; Liu and Bulleit, 1995a] proposed an

approximate reliability analysis method for wood floor systems. Their approach

was based on a first-order reliability method which incorporated the distributions of

order statistics of member strength.

Compared to floor joist systems, relatively few studies have focused on

wood wall systems. Polensek and Kazic [1991] introduced a simplified procedure

for evaluating reliability of wall members consisting of a stud and sheathing and

considering nonlinear behavior of the stud and nail joints. Bulleit and Rosowsky

[1998] examined the reliability of a typical wood stud wall under transverse wind

load and uplift. A reliability analysis of stud wall systems [Srikanth, 1992]

indicated that stud walls of Douglas-fir or Southern Pine were highly reliable even

under 50- and 100-year wind loads at North Head, Washington.
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2.4 SYSTEM FACTORS FOR DESIGNING LIGHT-FRAME LOAD-SHARING
SYSTEMS

Folz and Foschi [19891 computed system modification factors (Ks) as the

square of the ratio of allowable spans obtained at the same target reliability level

for a single beam and for a structural system. The system reliability assessment was

examined two ways. Method A considered failure of the complete structural system

as defined by first failure of any joist in the system, i.e., a weakest-link system.

Method B defined the system reliability index equal to the minimum of individual

joist reliabilities. From a small sampling of floor and flat roof systems, they found

average K values of 1.38 and 1.63 were obtained using methods A and B,

respectively. However, the derivation of system factors was based on system

overload behavior. This was questioned by Rosowsky and Ellingwood [1991] who

noted that the system effect was coupled with the load-duration effect and system

factors could be reduced with the consideration of the DOL effect. They also noted

that system factor appears to be dependent on the mean-to-nominal flexural

strength of the lumber. Finally, Rosowsky and Ellingwood [1991] suggested the

current NDS system factor of 1.15 was conservative and that a value of between

1.2 and 1.3 might be more appropriate.

Bulleit and Liu [1995] showed that system factors are affected mostly by

the coefficient of variation (COV) of MOR and the post-yield behavior of partial

composite members consisting of joists and sheathing with non-rigid joints. They

concluded that the current value of system factor (1.15) is reasonable if the post-



yield properties of the PCA (partial composite action) members was unknown,

while for known hardening systems, system factors up to 1.40 may be possible,

with 1.25 as a suggested value.

Wolfe [1990] studied performance of light-frame redundant assemblies by

separately considering partial composite action and load-sharing effects and

showed the effects of PCA were more likely than load-sharing to increase the load

capacity of an assembly. In his study, Wolfe considered load-sharing as a combined

effect of system size, mutual restraint and bridging. He defined a load-sharing

factor as the ratio of tributary area load to actual load carried by the most limber

joist.

Polensek [1976c] concluded that the partial composite action and load-

sharing in common 2x4 stud walls with 10 Douglas-fir studs of Stud grade, '/2-inch

Gypsum wall-board and 3/8-inch plywood sheathing siding was 1.56 times stronger

and 1.35 times stiffer than predicted by traditional design procedures. It should be

pointed out that Polensek's results were based on a sample size of 200 simulated

walls.

On the basis of Polensek's study [1976c] and subsequent modeling and

research, Douglas and Line [1997] proposed a set of repetitive member factors for

use in the design of wall studs sheathed with a minimum structural sheathing on the

exterior and a minimum gypsum wall board on the interior. The proposed factors

range from 1.15 to 1.50, depending on the size of wall stud. This resulted in a set of
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recommended wall stud bending stress increase factors in a subsequent report

{BSSC, 2002].
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3 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF STUD WALL SYSTEMS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A repetitive-member wood system, such as a floor-joist system or a stud

wall system, is actually a very complicated system to analyze, despite its apparent

simplicity. This is true not only because the systems typically are highly

indeterminate or redundant, but because the components are nailed or glued

together resulting in partial composite action. To predict the performance ofa light-

frame wall, one must consider (1) partially composite action between the studs and

sheathing attached by fasteners, and (2) load-sharing action through the distributive

action of the sheathing among the studs of differing flexural stiffness. Failing to

account for either of these will result in overestimating stresses and deflections and

could result in an uneconomical design.

Finite element models, such as the one developed by Polensek [1976a], can

account for both load-sharing and partially composite action of wood-stud wall

systems under axial and bending load. However, a more efficient model is needed

for use in a simulation-based reliability analysis. The analytical model in this study

is based on the widely used McCutcheon model (i.e., beam-spring analog model).

This model has been shown to provide reasonably accurate predictions of parallel-

member system response, and has been used most often for floor systems. The

original McCutcheon model uses an analog that represents a floor as a beam

supported by elastic springs [McCutcheon, 1984]. In this research, the McCutcheon
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model is extended to model a wood-stud wall subject to combined axial and

transverse loads. Similar to the original model formulation, this is accomplished in

two steps. First, the sheathing is compressed into a narrow beam which spans

across the studs and serves to distribute load among the studs. Second, the studs are

replaced by simple linear springs. The spring stiffness accounts for the stud-

sheathing partial composite action. The ends of the analog beam may be either

simply-supported (Figure 3.la) or spring-supported (Figure 3.Ib), depending upon

whether the end studs in the wall are fully supported along their lengths or are free

to deflect, respectively. The beam element in the modified McCutcheon model

represents the sheathing that distributes the transverse load and redistributes that

load after one or more members fail. Multi-linear springs (Figure 3.3), which are

able to model the mechanical behavior of the studs and nail connections and further

account for the partially composite action between the studs and sheathing, are used

in the system model. The multi-linear spring stiffnesses are determined using a

separate member model (Figure 3.2). Together, the member model and system

model comprise the analytical model for the stud wall system. These are described

in detail in the following sections.

3.2 MODELING OF PARTIALLY COMPOSITE WALL MEMBERS

Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical wall member subject to transverse wind load

and axial load. The wall member is modeled as a T-beam consisting of the stud and

exterior sheathing. The rotational springs in the member model are introduced to
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account for partial support flxity due to the connection of the wall member and the

sill or sole plates. The transverse load-deflection relationship defined by the

member model provides the spring coefficients for the system model. The

combination of bending and axial forces requires a beam-column analysis which

considers both primary bending from the transverse load and secondary bending

resulting from the axial loads.

3.2.1 Assumptions

Several assumptions are made in the member model analysis. The first

requires (i) shear transfer is continuous at all points in the web-flange interface, (ii)

slip modulus is the same along the length of the wall members, and (iii) no

separation occurs between the stud and the sheathing. In practice, joints will not

satisfy all these conditions. Shear transfer is continuous only if the parts are glued.

However, the assumption is approximately true for nailed construction if the

fasteners are equally spaced and have equal capacity [Amana and Booth, 1967;

Amana and Booth, 1968; Polensek, 1975b}.

Next, the assumption is made that material and geometric properties are

constant along the length of each wall member. Since there are some local

variations in the stud and sheathing materials, this assumption is not strictly valid.

However, if the average effective stud properties and the average properties of the

sheathing are used, this assumption introduces only negligible error [Amana and

Booth, 1967; Polensek, 1976a].



This study began with the assumption that the stud has a tn-linear load-

deformation relationship and the analytical model was developed under this

assumption. However, insufficient data were available with which to fully

characterize this nonlinear load-deformation behavior, and consequently linear-

elastic behavior was assumed up to the point at which the extreme fiber reaches its

modulus of rupture. The degree to which this assumption is valid (or conservative

in the analysis) remains to be investigated. Nail connections are assumed nonlinear

in this study. A tn-linear load-slip relationship (Figure 3.6) between the shear and

the joint slip (i.e., load-slip curve) is assumed to be able to account for this

nonlinear behavior. The wall coverings are stressed well below the proportional

limit even under overload conditions [Polensek, 1991]. As such, the behavior of the

sheathing is assumed to be linear. The end restraints of the wall members are also

assumed to be linear. The coefficient of the end restraints decreases with increasing

transverse load because of nonlinear behavior. However, Polensek and Schimel

[1986] showed the decrease is rapid between transverse loads of 5 and 25 psf, and

small after 25 psf. Thus, a conservative estimate of the coefficient of the end

restraints, taken at the higher value of transverse load, is assumed. The estimated

coefficient is so small that the effect of the end restraints can effectively be

neglected for conventional wall construction {Polensek and Schimel, 1986]. The

reason the effect of the end restraints was considered in this study was to

investigate its effect on determining system factors. For simplicity the behavior of

the end restraints was assumed to be linear. The effect of the gypsum drywall was
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not considered in this study. At lower levels of transverse load (e.g., service load),

the drywall may have a relatively significant effect on the wall stiffness. However,

the gypsum drywall is expected to have only a negligible effect on the ultimate

strength of the wall system. Polensek [1975b] showed that the drywall becomes

ineffective at about 80% of the first-stud failure load. Thus, it is assumed that the

drywall has little or no effect on the composite stiffness and strength at near-

ultimate levels.

3.2.2 Wall member stiffness (Amana and Booth model)

The wall member stiffness is the effective bending stiffness of the partially

composite wall member consisting of the stud and sheathing. Amana and Booth

[19671 defined the stiffening factor as the ratio of the stiffness of the composite

beam to that of the rib (stud) alone. The effective breadth was defined as a width of

plate acting with the stud which, if uniformly stressed, would contribute the same

amount to the flexural resistance of the wall member as the whole non-uniformly

stressed plate. These two concepts make simple beam theory valid for the member

model analysis. Using these concepts, Polensek [1976b] developed a nonlinear

finite element model for a stud-wall system.

The effective stiffness of the wall member, (EI)ff, is defined as follows:

(EI)eff =i(E5I) (3.1)

in which E = stud modulus of elasticity; I. stud moment of inertia; i stiffening
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factor accounting for an increase in stud stiffness because of partial composite

action between the stud and wall coverings.

The stiffening factor is obtained by comparing the deflection w(x) of a point

at a distance x along the T-beam with composite action, with the deflection W(X) of

a point on the stud with no composite action at the same distance, if it were

subjected to the same loading and support conditions as the composite beam,

=
w0(x)

w(x)
(3.2)

Amana and Booth [1967] obtained expressions for deflections of a simply

supported composite T-beam. It is assumed in this study that the end conditions

have very little effect on the stiffening factor. The assumption is valid because the

sectional properties of the beam (El) do not change with end conditions. With this

assumption, the solutions developed by Amana and Booth [1967] are easily

extended to a composite beam with end rotational restraints.

If the wall member shown in Figure 3.2 is simply-supported at the ends, the

deflection at any point of the composite T-beam is given by [Amana and Booth,

1967]:

2Fsinwx[1 zw(x)=
W2E1 [ G(b)+Cz2n2]

(3.3)
n-I

in which

El s(b) El 2G(b)= + +z (3.4)
tE f(b) E,A5



In Equation (3.4), s(b) andJ(b) are given by

and

(3.5)

s(b)=(p2 +vw2)coshpb(q2 +vw2)coshqb+

(3.6)+ va2)sinhpb (pq +va2)sinhqb]

f(b) = 2(p sinh pb q sinh qb) + (p cosh pb q cosh qb) (3.7)

where O, is given by

2
(22 +v)sinhpb__(212 +v)sinhqb

en =- (3.8)
(222 + v)coshpb(212 +v)coshqb

In Equations (3.3) through (3.8), the symbols and terms are defined as:

n 1,2,3,...

F = Fourier series coefficient depending on n, the magnitude and type of

the applied load, and the length of wall member (L). For a simply

supported beam subject to uniformly distributed load q, F =
la)

fl2r(0=-
L

= modulus of elasticity of the stud

I., I = moment inertia of the stud and sheathing, respectively

EI=EI +EI



s = nail spacing (in.)

k = nail slip modulus (lb/in)

= cross-sectional area of the stud

b one-half the stud spacing

= Poisson's ratio (the first subscripty is the direction of compression due

to tension in the direction of the second subscript x)

21=41a+,1a2 p

24a /3

E E
a v3, and /1= where E, E and G are respectively2G

Poisson's ratio, Young's moduli in the X and Y directions and shear

modulus in the X-Y plane for the sheathing. The Y direction is along

wall stud and the X direction is perpendicular to the Y direction.

p=Xio

q = X2o

The stresses in the plane of the flange (sheathing) are not uniformly

distributed over the width of the flange. This non-uniform distribution can be

replaced by an equivalent uniform distribution of width bce termed the effective

breadth. Amana and Booth gave an expression for the effective breadth as
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E Af(b) sin ox

bce = (3.9)

E As(b) sin ox

The deflection at a point x along the beam consisting only a stud, WO(x), is

given as

w0(x) = V F Sifl (OX

(3.10)

Once w(x) and WO(X) are evaluated, the stiffening factor can be obtained as

Fsinox
wo(x)

(3.11)
w(x) F sin oxI1 1

o2EI [ G(b)+Cz2n2j

3.2.3 Wall member stiffness (McCutcheon model)

McCutcheon [1977] simplified the model developed by Kuenzi and

Wilkinson [1971] to predict the deflections and stresses for composite beams.

Compared to the Amana and Booth model, the McCutcheon model is simpler and

calculations can be performed on a calculator. Considering the three load cases of

mid-span load, quarter-point concentrated loads and distributed load, the midspan

deflection of a simply supported beam with partially composite action can be

written in the following form:



A_AR[1+f__1J] (3.12)

in which A = deflection of the beam, AR = deflection of the beam if the components

of the beam are rigidly connected, EIR = bending stiffness if the components are

rigidly connected, Elu = bending stiffness if the components are completely

unconnected, f = a constant involving hyperbolic trigonometric functions of La

and its exact form depends on the type of loading. For the three load cases

described previously, McCutcheon [1977] found that f. can be closely

approximated by:

10

(L'a) +10
(3.13)

where L' is equal to the distance between the open gaps in the sheathing. The term

a can be obtained by the following formula:

2 h2K (EIRa
EIR EIL,

(3.14)

in which h = distance between the centroidal axes of the joist and sheathing, and K

= load per unit length which causes a unit slip in the nail.

The effective stiffness El, which is the increased stiffness of EI due to

incomplete composite action, can be expressed as:

EI= EIR
(3.15)

1+ fA [-
EI )
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When the connection is completely rigid, K = and El EIR. When there is

no connection, K = 0, f 1 and El = Elu. For a beam with partially composite

action, the effective stiffness is between these two bounding cases.

3.2.4 Linear analysis of wall members

The wall member model is shown in Figure 3.2. The rotational springs

account for the non-rigid connections at the top and bottom of the wall. The wall

member is subject to a uniformly distributed transverse load and an axial load at the

top. Free-body diagrams for the wall member model analysis are shown in Figure

3.6. Moment equilibrium of the beam-column to the bottom section implies:

M M1 _Vx_--qx2 +Py (3.16)

Here, q is the transverse load and P is the axial load. If linear behavior of the

composite beam-column assumed during load interval q is assumed, the moment

can also be written as M = (EI)effY'. Equating this with Equation (3.16), and

rearranging, we obtain:

or

(EI)effY+PY=Ml +Vjx+qx2 (3.17)

y"+k2y=
qx2 V1 M1

+ (3.18)
(EI) (EI) (EI)

2in which k =
(EI)eff
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The general solution to Equation (3.18) is given by

qx2 M1 qy(x)Asin+Bcos+
2(EI)effk2 + (EI)effk2 (EI)effk2 (EI)effk4

(3.19)

from which

y' (x) = kA cos Bk sin k
qx

+ (3.20)
(EI)effk2 (EI)Cffk2

The constants A, B, M, and V1 can be obtained by considering the boundary

conditions:

y(0)=O (3.21)

y(L) = 0 (3.22)

= M1/k1 (3.23)

= M/k =_(_M1+L±qL2)/k (3.24)

Using the first boundary condition, we find

B= M1 q
(3.25)(EI)ffk2 (EI)effk4

and using the last three boundary conditions we evaluate A, M1 and V1 by solving

equations 3.26 - 28 simultaneously

coskL 1 L(sinkL)A
+((EI)effk2 (EJ)k2)Ml (EI) k2

eff (3.26)q qcoskL qL2

(EI)Cffk4 (EI)effk4 2(EI)effk2
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I 2)° (3.27)(EI)k

1 ksinkL
)M,+( L)v

(kCOSkL)A+(_:_(EI)effk2 (EI)effk2 k
(3.28)qksinkL qL2 qL

(EI)effk4 2k (EI)effk2

After evaluating the constants A, B, M1 and V1, the displacement and moment along

the length of the wall member are determined. The deflection y at any position of

the beam-column x is observed to be directly proportional to the applied transverse

load q if axial load P remains constant. This is important because it makes the

incremental analysis procedure which will be described in Section 3.3.2 valid.

3.2.4.1 Axial spring stiffness for system model

If linear behavior is assumed for both the studs and nail connections during

the load interval q (i.e., piecewise-linear behavior), the deflections of the wall

members are linear with respect to the applied transverse load. Equation (3.19) can

thus be rewritten as

y(x) = fcn(x)q (3.29)

Considering the relationship between the transverse load q and deflection at mid-

span (x = L/2), the axial spring stiffness in the system model before the stud reaches

its MOR is



I

JCfl(LI 2)
(3.30)

The specific function fcn(L/2) can be evaluated from the beam-column analysis

described previously.

3.2.4.2 Determination of stress in stud

The maximum tension stress in the stud at any point x is

P
cr,(x) = E3e,y"(x)-- (3.31)

A

in which y"(x) is the curvature at the point x, and e, is the distance between the

neutral axis and the outer fiber of the tension wall sheathing given by:

(4i-3)h2 h1h= (3.32)
2(h1 +h,)

Similarly, the maximum compression stress in the stud at point x is

P(x) = E (h e )y(x) + (3.33)

In equations (3.31) - (3.33), P, A, E and i are axial loading, stud cross-sectional

area, stud MOE and stiffening factor, respectively; and h1 and h are defined in

Figures 3.4.

3.2.4.3 Determination of stress in sheathing

The maximum compressive stress in the compression flange is
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a(x)=E1(h1 e,)y"(x) (3.34)

in which E1 is the modulus of elasticity of the compression flange. Other terms are

defined in Figure 3.4.

3.2.4.4 Determination of slip between stud and sheathing

The slip can be estimated as the rotation times the distance of the slip plane

from the neutral axis [McCutcheon, 1986]:

r =(h e,)y'(x) (3.35)

where = interlayer slip in the compression side.

3.2.5 Nonlinear analysis of wall members

3.2.5.1 Properties of studs and nail joints

As described in 3.2.1, stud behavior is assumed to be linear elastic up to the

point it reaches its modulus of rupture. (This assumption is generally regarded as

reasonable for lower grade material whose strength is controlled by knots.)

Nonlinear behavior of nail joints is considered in this study. For the purpose of the

structural analysis model, the nonlinear load-deformation behavior of nail joints

can be approximated by a multi-linear model as shown in Figure 3.5. Polensek

[1976b, 1978] showed that improvements in accuracy achieved by using more than

three linear segments were only marginal. Thus, load-deformation curves of the

nail joints are defined using three-line approximations as shown in Figure 3.5. In
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this figure, the slope or stiffness k1 is valid between deflections of zero and i.

Stiffness k1 is reduced to k2 once the deflection exceeds i.

3.2.5.2 Basic concepts

To determine the stiffness of the axial springs in the system model, the

complete transverse load-displacement relationships for the wall members must be

determined. Because a tn-linear load-deformation model is assumed for the nail

joints, a linear step-by-step (incremental) procedure is used. Axial loads are applied

first and are kept constant throughout the analysis of the wall member. The uniform

transverse load is then applied to the wall member and increased incrementally

until the maximum stress of stud reaches its MOR.

3.2.5.3 Analysis procedure for uniform transverse loads

The procedure used herein is based on the finite element model developed

for wood-stud walls by Polensek [1976a]. In his model, Polensek used an iterative

procedure to account for the effect of axial load at the end of each transverse load

interval. Transverse load is applied to the wall member at predetermined intervals.

If Aw, is the displacement of the wall member due to load increment Aq, the total

displacement w1 at the end of the cycle i is given by

w, =Aw, (3.36)

The Aw terms are evaluated using the analysis procedure described in Section 3.2.4
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for the simultaneously acting transverse load increment Aq and axial load. The

axial load remains unchanged during each increment qj.

3.2.5.4 Stiffness of axial springs in the system model from nonlinear analysis of
wall members

During each increment of transverse load tqj, the stiffness of the axial

spring for use in system model can be evaluated as

K, =AqL/t\w1 (3.37)

Since a tn-linear model is assumed for the behavior of nail joints, the stiffness K, is

evaluated only when one of the limits which define the tn-linear behavior is

reached or when one stud reaches its MOR.

3.3 MODELING OF LIGHT-FRAME WALL SYSTEMS

3.3.1 Post-yield behavior of axial springs

The flexural stiffness of the wall member, consisting of the stud and the

wall covering, is represented by the axial spring in the system model. The stiffness

of the axial spring prior to the stud reaching its MOR is defined by the member

model analysis. The behavior of the stud after it reaches its MOR must also be

defined for use in the wall system analysis. In this study, the point at which the stud

ruptures (i.e., reaches its MOR) is defined as the yield point of the wall member.

Post-yield behavior is defined as the behavior after the wall member yields.



Post-yield behavior of the wall members may have a significant effect on

the ultimate strength of a stud-wall system. For a floor-joist system with the

assumption of elasto-plastic member behavior, the system strength is about 24-56%

higher than the first-member yield strength [Liu and Bulleit, 1995b]. However,

under the assumption of brittle member behavior, the system strength is only about

1-18% higher than the first-member yield strength. A similar increase might be

expected for wood-stud wall systems even if they are subjected to combined

transverse loads and axial loads. Thus, consideration of post-yield behavior of the

wall members is required to evaluate the ultimate strength of a wall system.

Figure 3.7 shows a general strength-deformation model which assumes

elastic-hardening/softening behavior. This model shows elastic-hardening/softening

behavior and may be regarded as a generalization of both elastic-brittle behavior

and elastic-plastic behavior [Melchers, 1999]. This modeling permits great

flexibility when investigating effects of assumed material behavior on system

performance. Point A in Figure 3.7 is the yield point. The factor ji accounts for loss

of capacity of a member after it yields. The factor ö is the hardening factor, taken as

the ratio of post-yield stiffness of the member to its initial stiffness K,. The

deflection at point C is the ultimate deflection for the member (defined as the point

at which the wall reaches ultimate failure), and X is the ratio of the ultimate

deflection to the deflection at yield. This model has been used to investigate wood-

joist floor systems [Bulleit and Liu, 1995; Liu and Bulleit, 1995a; Liu and Bulleit,
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1995b]. Liu and Bulleit [1995b] suggested values of i = 0, = 0 to 0.05 and ? 2

to 3, suggesting that after a joist reaches MOR, there is no unloading and the post-

yield stiffness is much lower than its initial stiffness.

In this study, a relatively simple assumption is adopted for the post-yield

behavior of a wall member. After a wall member yields (the stud reaches its MOR),

the bending stiffness of the wall member is set equal to zero, implying that the wall

member doesn't take any additional transverse load in the next step of the

incremental analysis. It is also assumed that the yielded member does not take any

axial loading. The wall member can, however, sustain the current transverse load.

This assumption will be validated by comparing the analytical model with full-

scale test results at the end of this chapter.

3.3.2 Analysis methods

Piece-wise linear springs are used to represent the composite member

behavior in the system model To determine the system response under a certain

load level, an incremental (step-by-step) analysis is performed. In general, this can

be cast in the form:

{t,}= {t1_1}+{dA} (3.38)

in which {A } and {A,} are the vectors of the total displacements at the end of the

previous and current load increments, respectively, and {d } is the vector of



displacement increments due to the current load increment. {dA, } can be obtained

in a single step by solving the linear system of equations

[K1]{dA1}=[Ljdw, (3.39)

in which [Ks] is an n x n matrix and [L1] is an n x 1 matrix, and dw1 is the uniform

load increment. The derivations of these two matrixes are well documented

{McCutcheon, 1984].

Matrix [K1] is updated at each load increment. Thus, the displacement vector

{dzlj} appearing in Equation (3.38) is determined at each load increment by

performing the single linear analysis represented by Equation (3.39). The procedure

expressed above can be repeated until the total of the load increments w1 is equal

to the applied load or until the wall system reaches its defined ultimate limit state.

This procedure is illustrated in the flow-chart in Figure 3.10.

Clearly, the size of load increment has an influence on the solution time and

the accuracy of the results. The smaller the load increment, the more accurate the

results. However, the smaller the load increment, the more CPU time is required to

complete the analysis. The use of the system model in a simulation-based reliability

analysis further exacerbates the problem. On the other hand, too large load

increment could result in large error. A reasonable load increment, which is able to

balance the objectives of accuracy and efficiency, was obtained by trial and error.
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3.4 SEGMENTAL WALL ANALYSIS

A section of wall in a building may have openings to accommodate doors or

windows. To account for these openings, a "segmental wall analysis" is performed.

In this approach, consideration is given to continuous (uninterrupted) segments of

repetitive wall studs by considering wall segments of various lengths (number of

studs) and by modeling the relative stiffness of built-up members at wall ends and

around openings [Rosowsky et al., 2001].

To illustrate the concept of "segmental wall analysis," consider the wall

system shown in Figure 3.8. The wall is discretized into the three wall piers and is

modeled as three wall sub-systems rather than one entire system. Two issues must

be considered: one is the restraint conditions at the ends of the openings, and the

other is that the wall members at the ends of the openings will be subject to the

loading from half the tributary area of the openings. The wall members at opening

ends are typically built-up using two or more studs. In the system model, the

restraint at the end of the opening is then modeled using multiple springs, which are

assumed to deflect simultaneously (Figure 3.8). These multiple springs are subject

to a concentrated loading from half the tributary area of the opening (Figure 3.8).

Using the "segmental wall analysis" concept, sensitivity studies are performed in

later chapters to investigate the effects of boundary conditions on the system

strengths and system reliability.
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3.5 VERIFICATION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

Full-scale wall system tests conducted by Polensek [1975b, 1976a],

Gromala [1983] and most recently by Stefanescu et al. [2000], were used to verify

the analytical model developed in this study. The results of these comparison are

presented in the following sections.

3.5.1 Comparison with Polensek test results

Three 8-feet high, 12-feet long walls were tested by Polensek [1975b,

1 976a]. One of the walls tested was a non-bearing wall and the other two were

load-bearing walls. The latter are of interest in the present study and were chosen

for the purpose of model verification. For both load-bearing walls, studs spaced at

24 inches on-center were framed into double top plates and bottom plates with two

I 6d box nails. The exterior wall covering was 3/8-inch plywood of Exterior

Sheathing Grade with C and D faces (PS 1.66, 24/0). The sheathing was attached to

the studs with 6d nails spaced 12 inches at intermediate locations and 8 inches

along the edges. The interior wall covering was '/2-inch gypsum wallboard attached

to the studs with special 4d drywall nails spaced 8 inches along the stud. The

loading was applied in two stages. In the first stage, a vertical load of 884 pounds

was applied to each stud except the end studs, on which only 442 pounds was

applied. A lateral load was then added at increments of 2.5 psf / mm. after holding

the existing load level unchanged for 3 minutes. The load was increased by 2.5

pounds and followed by a 3-minute pause. This was repeated until the load reached
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20 psf. In the second stage, the vertical load was then increased to 2004 pounds per

stud and the load on the end studs was increased to 1002 pounds. The lateral load

was added in the same manner and at the same rate as in the first stage until the

wall failed.

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the properties of the studs for wall No. 1 and

wall No.2, respectively. Table 3.1 shows the properties of the wall coverings. (The

effect of gypsum wallboard is ignored in this study.) Table 3.5 presents the slip

moduli of the nail joints between the studs and the exterior wall covering. These

data are used for the investigation in this section. Table 3.4 summarizes the

experimental test results, the theoretical FEM results obtained by Polensek [1975b,

1 976a] and the theoretical results obtained using the analytical model developed in

this study. Compared to the experimental test results and the theoretical FEM

results, the predictions of ultimate wall strengths in this study are conservative. The

differences are not surprising considering the complex behavior of light-frame wall

systems. Gromala [1983] showed that one could only predict the performance of

stud walls to within 10 to 20 percent accuracy, even using a sophisticated finite

element model.

3.5.2 Comparison with Gromala test results

Gromala [1983] tested ten walls, framed with stud grade Douglas-fir lumber

and sheathed with plywood and gypsum. Six walls had studs spaced 16 inches on-

center and four walls had studs spaced at 24 inches. Each 8 ft. high wall consisted



of 10 studs. Material properties of the wall components are shown in Table 3.4.

Since the actual properties for each stud in the system were not available, statistics

for the stud MOE and MOR (mean and coefficient of variation) were used in a

fragility analysis to make a comparison between the simulated distribution and the

tested distribution of the ultimate wall system strengths. The stud MOE and MOR

are assumed to follow lognormal and Weibull distributions, respectively. For a

given transverse load (w), 5000 walls with different stud properties were generated

using Monte Carlo simulation, and the failure probability P(failurelw) was

evaluated. System limit states defined by first-stud failure, any-two-stud failures,

two-adjacent-stud failures and complete system collapse were tracked in the

computations. Two axial load redistribution schemes were considered. The first is

the case in which there is no axial load shedding, i.e. when a stud reaches its MOR

it continues to carry axial load. The other is the case where the yielded wall

member does not take any axial loading and sheds all of its axial load to the

adjacent studs. The results are rank-ordered and plotted as cumulative distribution

functions (CDF ' s) shown in Figure 3.11. The sample CDF corresponding to the

rank-ordered test results obtained by Gromala [19831 is also shown in this figure.

(In his study, Gromala used peak load to define ultimate wall strength. This

corresponded to a point of significant failure accompanied by a sudden and

substantial drop in load.)

The average maximum transverse load of the six tested walls with studs

spaced at 16 inches was 123.5 lb/ft2, with a COV of 0.05 [Gromala, 19831.
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However, there was significant variability noted in the wall failure modes. The six

walls failed in four modes: two walls failed with two-adjacent-stud failures, one

wall with five studs failed, one wall with one stud failed and two walls having

combined failure modes [Gromala, 19831. Figure 3.11 shows that the test results

fall between the CDF for the two-adjacent-stud failure criteria and the CDF for

which system failure is defined by complete system collapse with no axial load

shedding. The test wall strengths exhibit less variation than the predicted system

strengths.

Two conclusions can be made from this comparison: (1) the analytical

model developed in this study can predict reasonably well the ultimate strength of

stud wall systems; (2) the any-two-stud failure or two-adjacent-stud failure system

limit state definitions is conservative.

3.5.3 Comparison with Stefanescu et al. test results

Stefanescu et al. [2000] tested four walls, two with 2x4 studs and two with

2x6 studs, under combined vertical and transverse loads. The height of the walls

(L) was 10 ft. and the studs (SPF, #2 grade) were spaced at 24 inches on-center.

The walls were 8 ft. wide and were sheathed with 7/16-inch OSB panels on both

sides, attached using 8d power-driven nails spaced 8 inches in the field and 4

inches on the edges.

The transverse load causing deflections of L/360 and Lu 80 are presented in

Table 3.6. The top of the tested walls was bolted to a steel I-beam, which in turn



was bolted to the outside testing frame. This produced some degree of clamping or

rotational restriction at the top of the wall. In each case, the analytical model was

run under two assumptions: (1) both the bottom and the top of the wall were free to

rotate; (2) the top of the wall was fuiiy clamped and the bottom was free to rotate.

Table 3.6 shows the analytical predictions for these two situations. The test results

fall between the two theoretically predicted bounding cases obtained using the

analytical model developed in this study. This further serves to validate the

analytical model.
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Table 3.1 Properties of plywood as exterior wall covering a [Polensek, 1 976a]

E (kips/in2) 1730 1090
E(kips/in2) 290 -

(kips/in2) 150 -

v,, 0.025 -

0.146 -

a
Strong direction of the sheathing is parallel to the stud.

Table 3.2 Properties of studs for Wall No.1 [Polensek, 1 975b]

Stud Thickness Width E2 E3 A3 PU
No. (in.) (in.) (in.) (lO6psi) (in.) (lO6psi) (in.) (lb.)a

psi)
1 1.462 3.388 2.011 1.30 960
2 1.464 3.388 2.252 1.27 2.060 1.92 1.692 2.12 1660
3 1.456 3.382 1.896 1.31c
4 1.438 3.381 2.051 1.15 1.913 2.02 1.569 2.34 1620
5 1.448 3.388 2.504 1.11 2.264 1.49 1.254 1.87 1490
6 1.466 3.388 1.959 2.01c 980b
7 1.451 3.405 2.442 0.92 2.075 1.68 1.570 2.09 1640

Table 3.3 Properties of studs for Wall No.2 [Polensek, 1 975b}

Stud Thickness Width E1
E2

A
E3

A Pu
No. (in.) (in.) (lO6psi) (in.) (in.) (in.) (lb.)a

5?)

1 1.450 3.396 2.343 1.96 1.807 2.57 2080
2 1.462 3.413 1.836 1.70 0.395 2.17 1380b
3 1.452 3.362 2.470 0.94 2.231 1.61 0.971 2.38 1620
4 1.448 3.374 2.198 1.80 0.710 2.54
5 1.452 3.396 2.184 1.44 2.136 2.04 0.893 3.37 2054
6 1.453 3.410 1.932 1.80 1060b
7 1.459 3.406 2.3 14 2.03 2.000 2.56 0.592 4.04 2460

a
Ultimate concentrated load applied at mid-span of the studs.

b Ultimate load of the matching stud.
Deflection at the time of stud failure in wall test.



Table 3.4 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results

Failure stages
First-stud Any-two stud 2-adjacent stud

failure failures failure
Load Failed Load Failed Load Failed
(psf) member (psf) members (psf) members

Tests a 90 #3 115 #6,#3 n/a
Wall This study b 86 #6 86 #6, #3 100 #6, #3, #2

#1 ThiS study' 86 #6 100 #6,#3 121 #6,#3,#2
FEMa 90 #3 n/a n/a n/a
Tests a 115 #6 127 #2,#6 n/a

Wall This study b 93 #6 93 #6, #2 100 #6, #2, #3
#2 This studyc 93 #6 120 #6,#2 140 #6,#2,#3

FEMa 103 #2 110 #2,#6 n/a
a From Polensek, 1975b and 1976a
b Assumed that the failed member doesn't carry any axial loading (see Section
3.5.2).
C

Assumed that the failed member still carries axial loading (see Section 3.5.2).

Table 3.5 Material properties of walls tested by Gromala [19831

Stud 2x4, Douglas Fir, Average MOR = 6190 psi, COV of MOR = 0.32;
stud grade Average MOE = 1.6x 106 psi, COy of MOE = 0.20.

'/2" CDX and 5/8" combination sheathing/siding (1-
Plywood 111), E= 1,400,000 psi, E = 300,000 psi, G =

156,000 psi.
Slip modulus slip level

Nail joints 4100 lb/in. 0-0.025 in.
2000 lb/in. 0.025 0.075 in.

900 lb/in. 0.075 - 0.120 in.



Table 3.6 Comparison of analytical and experimental loads

Transverse load Transverse load
corresponding to A = L/360 corresponding to A = L/180

Wall
Axial

(psi) (psi)loadtype
(lb/fl) Analytical results

Test Analytical results
TestFree Fully

results Free Fully
resultsrotation clamped rotation clamped

2x4
1000 8.2 21.1 18.34 16.4 40.7 34.90

2000 6.3 18.6 13.87 12.7 34.1 29.77

2x6
1000 30.5 73.8 57.40 60.5 141.5 104.70
2000 29.8 60.0 36.44 55.9 114.0 73.64
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Analog beam

.0.

Axial spring representing
" ' partial composite wall member

Figure 3.1 System model for stud wall (Beam-spring analog)

Figure 3.2 Member model
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Load

Deflection

Figure 3.3 Axial spring stiffness for system model

h1

Figure 3.4 Section of partial composite wall member
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Figure 3.5 Approximate load-slip relationship for nail connection
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Figure 3.6 Sign convention for restrained beam-column
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Figure 3.7 Elastic-hardening axial spring

Wall pierA/ Wall pier B Wall pier c

V V V____

Figure 3.8 Illustration of segmental wall analysis
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Input data (e.g., material properties,
dimensions, end conditions, axial load)

Apply a lateral load increment
Aq1

Assume slip modulus of fasteners (kg)
if nonlinear behavior of and fasteners
are defined

Compute effective stiffness for the
partially composite member (PCM),
(EI)eff

Compute M1, i\a1 , Act, As and As
due to Aq1

Check if the assumed k is correct
according to ö, st and NO

YES

Check if a > MOR

NOt IYES

= s'-' + A5 END
Calculate axial

spring stiffness for
system model

Figure 3.9 Flow-chart showing member model analysis
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Input data (e.g., wall configuration, material properties, load)

I 1
Use the member Use the member Use the member
model to generate model to generate model to generate
load-deformation load-deformation load-deformation
relationship for relationship for relationship for
PCM#1 PCM#i PCM#n

Incrementally apply a uniform transverse load q to beam-spring analog model

Apply Aq to the system model

Assume axial spring stiffness k for
each PCM # i

Solve for AS using beam-
spring analog model

NO

öij = ij-I +
Check k1 from the pre-defined load-
deformation relationshin for each PCM

I YES

Check if any member fails

NO

Checkifqj=q1 +Aqq

Set their axial spring stiffness in the
system model equals 0

4LNO

YES

END

YES

Check if all members fail

YES

Figure 3.10 Flow-chart showing system model analysis
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Transverse load, w (lbIft2)

Figure 3.11 Comparison of fragility curves developed using test results by Gromala
[19831 and analytical model results
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4 ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF LIGHT-FRAME WALL SYSTEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, sensitivity studies are performed to obtain insight into how

system parameters affect the ultimate wall system strength. The analytical model

developed for the wall system in Chapter 3 is incorporated into a Monte Carlo

simulation analysis to evaluate wall strength. The ultimate strength of the wall

system is determined using a "static pushover" type analysis in which the axial load

is held constant and the transverse load is applied incrementally until the system

capacity (ultimate transverse load) is reached. For each wall system considered,

50,000 simulations are performed and the mean, COV and 5thpercentile of the

ultimate system strengths are computed. These first-order statistics and lower tail

values form the basis for later discussions.

4.2 SYSTEM LIMIT STATES IDENTIFICATION

The ultimate strength of a wail system can be defined as the point at which

the wall can no longer carry any additional transverse or axial loads. However, a

more realistic (and practical) definition may be sought since failure of three or

more members adjacent is unrealistic for typical repetitive-member light-frame

systems. Various system limit states have been considered for wood-joist floors

including first-member failure {Bulleit, 1985; Foschi, 1982; Foschi, 1984; Folz and

Foschi, 1989] and two-adjacent member failures [Bulleit, 1985; Bulleit and Ernst,



1987]. Ramp load analyses performed by Liu and Bulleit [1995] showed that floor

system failure criteria are largely dependent on the assumed member post-yield

behavior, i.e., the plastic properties, post-yield resistance, and ultimate deflection

limit of the partially composite members. A number of different composite limit

state definitions also have been suggested. Liu and Bulleit [1995] defined system

failure criteria as being any two member failures for t 0.5, any three member

failures for 0.3 t < 0.5, and any four members failures for j < 0.3, where t is

defined previously (see Figure 3.8). Rosowsky and Ellingwood [1991] suggested a

composite limit state definition based on the size of the floor system, e.g., two-

adjacent member failures for systems of 8 or more members, and any-two member

failures for systems of fewer than 8 members.

Polensek and Gromala [Polensek, 1975b; Gromala, 1983, Gromala and

Polensek, 1983] showed for typical wall configurations, that failure of one stud was

not sufficient to cause failure of the wall system. They concluded based on

observations during these tests that wall failure was more appropriately defined by

failure of two adjacent studs [Gromala and Polensek, 1983]. This definition makes

intuitive sense since structural sheathing may have sufficient capacity to distribute

load across one failed framing member, but not two or more. The verification of

the analytical model in the previous chapter suggests that the two-adjacent-stud

failure or any-two stud failure limit state definitions are conservative. Thus, the

two-adjacent stud failure limit state definition is used here to define wall system

failure in determining wall system strengths and in the system reliability analyses.



However, the first-member failure and any-two member failure definitions also are

tracked in the wall system analyses.

4.3 MATERIAL MODELING OF WALL STUDS

Three framing member species which are commonly used in the U.S. are

considered: Douglas Fir-Larch (DF-L), Southern Yellow Pine (SYP) and Hem-Fir

(H-F). Flexural strength and stiffness statistics for the wall framing members

(studs) are shown in Table 4.1. These statistics are taken from the In-Grade Test

Program [Green and Evans, 19871. (Note that some statistics were unavailable for

certain sizes and these values were estimated using ASTM procedures; see footnote

in Table 4.1). The modulus of elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR) are

assumed to follow lognormal and Weibull distributions, respectively.

Two second-order statistical issues (i.e., correlation) are considered in

modeling the mechanical properties of the wall studs. One is the correlation

between flexural stiffness (MOE) and strength (MOR) and the other is the

correlation among member strengths (or stiffnesses) resulting from a common

material origin or the use of similar fabrication methods or storage conditions. The

method for simulating correlated random variables is described below.

Let X be a vector of correlated normal random variables, with mean vector

m and covariance matrix C. Let V be the vector of n independent standardized

normal variables. Using Rosenblatt transformation or orthogonal transformation,

the vector X can be generated from the vector V as follows [Melchers, 1999]:



X=BY+m (4.1)

where B is square lower-triangular matrix. Its elements may be obtained from the

recursive formula

c,1

1/2 (4.2)

[31 _bjk2]

in which c, is element of the matrix Cx and is interpreted as zero [Rubenstein,

1981].

To generate a vector Z of correlated non-normal variables, the following

procedure is used:

1. Generate a vector Y of n independent standard normal variables.

2. Using Rosenblatt transformation, obtain the vector K of n correlated

standard normal variables.

3. Derive the vector u = I1(x') using the inverse CDF of standard normal

distribution for K.

4. Using the vector u, generate the vector Z with the inverse CDF of the

desired (non-normal) variables.

In this study, the two linear correlation coefficients PR-E (correlation

coefficient between MOE and MOR) and p (correlation coefficient between

lumber strengths) were corrected to account for the transformation between
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standard normal variables and non-normal variables using the procedure given by

Der Kiureghian and Liu [1986]:

P-E = P R-E('°3°°52P RE+O.O11VE O.21VR +O.220VE2 +O.350VR2

+OOO5O REVE +O.009VEVR 0.17&o REVR

(4.3)

P-R = P R-R(1.063 O.004P R_EO.2KVE +VR)O.00lp RR+°.337(VE

+ VR2) + O.007p R_EU'E + VR) O.°O7i' REVR

(4.4)

where PR-E 'and p' are the corrected correlation coefficients, and VE and VR are the

coefficients of variation of MOE and MOR, respectively.

The generated random variables for MOE and MOR are plotted on

lognormal probability paper (Figure 4.1) and Weibull probability paper (Figure

4.2), respectively. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show comparisons between the generated

sample correlations and corresponding target correlation coefficients.

4.4 MODELING OF NAIL JOINTS

Nail joint properties are assumed to be deterministic in this study because of

the assumption that variability in joint properties has little effect on the variability

of system behavior [Polensek, 1982]. However, the nonlinear behavior of the nail

joints cannot be ignored since it contributes significantly to the nonlinear behavior

of the wall under lateral and vertical loads. An accurate structural analysis is not



possible without accounting for the nonlinear behavior of nail joints, especially

when the analysis is used to predict the ultimate strength [Polensek, 1 976b].

Wheat et al. [1983] studied wood floors with nonlinear nail stiffness and

showed that a linear analysis with service load level nail stiffness predicts system

strengths (based on first-joist rupture) that are 10-15% higher than those predicted

with the assumption of nonlinear nail stiffness. They also showed that it was

possible to develop an equivalent reduced linear stiffness from a nonlinear analysis

which can then be used in a linear analysis. Since a linear analysis is faster than a

nonlinear analysis, and efficiency is a major concern with Monte Carlo simulation

of complex systems, the two analytical models (accounting for linear and nonlinear

nail stiffness respectively) are used to determine an equivalent reduced linear slip

modulus, which can then be used in the linear model to predict the ultimate wall

system strength.

Both linear and nonlinear models are used to compute the ultimate strengths

of 1000 hypothetical walls having stud stiffness and strength properties generated

by Monte Carlo simulation. All other parameters including system geometry and

sheathing properties are listed in Table 4.2. The ultimate wall strengths predicted

by the nonlinear analysis are then compared with those from the linear analysis

with the assumed equivalent slip modulus. Figure 4.5 illustrates this for the system

considered. The cumulative distribution of frequencies of system strengths is

obtained by assuming trilinear nail stiffness (shown in Table 3.5) and an equivalent

reduced linear slip modulus of 2000 lb/in which is approximately equal to the
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secant nail stiffness. Figure 4.5 shows that a linear analysis assuming a secant nail

stiffness agrees very well with a nonlinear analysis with the assumption of trilinear

nail stiffness.

4.5 SENSITIVITY STUDY

The analytical model of the wall system developed in this study was shown

to be able to predict the wall system strengths reasonably well (see Section 3.5).

This model is next used in a Monte Carlo simulation to perform a sensitivity study.

The purpose of this sensitivity study is to investigate the relative effect of different

system parameters on ultimate strength of the wall system.

The comparisons here all are made to a baseline wall which just satisfies the

current design requirements (e.g., NDS) with a design wind speed (3-second gust)

of 120 mph. The baseline wall consists of seven No.2 2x4-inch DF-L studs spaced

16 inches on-center. The wall is 8 ft. high and is the bottom wall in a two-story

structure. The floor or roof members framing into the wall have a clear span of 30

ft., resulting in an effective tributary area on each wall stud of 20 ft2. A complete

list of the baseline wall properties is shown in Table 4.2.

The wall system is subject to combined transverse and axial loading. This

study focuses on the flexural strength of the wall. Axial loading causes second-

order bending effects in the wall. The system strengths are defined in terms of

maximum transverse loads applied to the wall. Only dead load and live load are

considered in the sensitivity study, and they are both modeled as random variables.



Axial wind load is not considered since it is assumed that roof slope is less than

300 (Under this condition, axial wind load is upward; thus it is conservative to

neglect it in the analysis).

4.5.1 Effect of system limit state definition

Figure 4.6 shows the cumulative distribution functions of wall system

strengths defined by first-member failure, any-two member failures, two-adjacent

member failures and three-adjacent member failures. Because of load-sharing and

system redundancy, the first-member failure limit state generally does not

correspond to system collapse. First-member failure could, however, be the system

limit state of interest if local damage is the primary concern. However, first-

member definition is too conservative a system limit state definition when system

redundancy is significant. Figure 4.6 shows that first-member failure may not

always be the weakest wall member, but a comparison of the cumulative

distribution functions shown in Figure 4.6 suggests this difference is marginal and,

for all practical purposes, can be neglected. That implies that system effects due to

load distribution (or load-sharing before the first member fails) can be neglected.

The largest contributions to system effects arise from system redundancy and load

redistribution. Figure 4.6 shows that there is a significant increase between the any-

two member failure system strength and the first-member failure system strength.

System strength defined by two-adjacent member failures is only slightly larger

than the system strength defined by any-two member failures. Although the three-
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adjacent member failure system strength is a little larger than the two-adjacent

member failure system strength, in general wall sheathing cannot bridge over two

adjacent failed members. Thus, the three-adjacent member failure definition

probably is not realistic for the system ultimate limit state.

4.5.2 Effect of number of members in the wall system

Figure 4.7 shows wall system strengths decrease as number of members in

the system increases. This is the size effect in a weakest-link system. However,

system strengths decrease very quickly when the system has fewer than 10

members, and tend to stabilize when there are more than about 15 members in the

system. This can be explained as follows: If a weakest-link system has Nmembers

and member failures are statistically independent, then the probability that the first

member fails is given by:

'sys,isi =1-(1-P 'N
(4.5)mem'

If it is further assumed that member strength is distributed Weibull and system

strength is defined as first-member failure, the ratio of system strength (W3) to

member strength (Wmem) can be expressed:

(r)k

Wmem N)
(4.6)

in which 1/k is the Weibull shape parameter. Considering the lumber species and

grades shown in Table 4.1, k ranges from 3 to 4 for wood flexural strength.

Equation (4.6) is plotted in Figure 4.9, which confirms that the ratio initially drops



very quickly and tends to be stable when N is greater than 15. This agrees with the

results shown in Figure 4.7. The mean system strength never exceeds the mean

member strength, and the 5thpercentile of system strengths is exceeded by the 5th

percentile member strength when the number ofmembers is greater than 10. Figure

4.8 shows the effect of number of members on COy in wall system strength.

4.5.3 Effect of stud properties

Studs are essential components of a wood stud wall and their mechanical

properties have a significant impact on the performance of the wall system.

Compared to other materials, e.g., reinforced concrete and steel, wood has the

feature of the relatively large variability in strength and stiffness, even within the

same grade. Figures 4.10 - 17 show how wall system strengths and member

strength change with changes in COV in stud MOR, COV of stud MOE, correlation

of stud MOE and MOR, and piecewise correlation of stud MOR's (i.e., correlation

of strengths between components). These are discussed in the following sections.

4.5.3.1 Coefficient of variation in stud MOR

Figure 4.10 shows that wall member strength decreases linearly with

increase in COV of stud MOR. The wall system strength behaves similarly. When

the COV in stud MOR is less than 5%, variation in MOR has little effect on system

strength. When the COV in MOR is larger than 5%, both the mean and 5th

percentile values of wall system strength decrease dramatically as the COV in
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MOR increases. The 5thpercentile values of system strength, defined by any-two or

two-adjacent member failures, decrease at nearly the same rate as the 5thpercentile

value of member strength. The 5thpercentile value of system strength defined by

first-member failure decreases at a larger rate. Figure 4.11 shows that the COV of

system strength defined by first-member failure increases similarly to the COV of

member strength, while the COV's of the system strength defined by any-two or

two-adjacent member failures increase more slowly.

4.5.3.2 Coefficient of variation in stud MOE

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show that variation in stud MOE has little effect on

mean wall system strengths defined by any-two or two-adjacent member failures.

However, the mean system strength defined by first-member failure increases

slightly as COV in MOE increases. If there is no variation in stud MOE, all studs

have the same stiffness the stud with the lowest MOR fails first. There is no load-

sharing in this case. However, since there is variability in stud MOE, the studs

making up a given system have different stiffnesses. Since there is correlation

between MOE and MOR (p = 0.7 is assumed in this study), the studs with higher

MOR tend to be stronger and carry more transverse loading. The studs with lower

MOR tend to be less stiff and take less transverse loading. This phenomenon is

referred to as "load-sharing" and is a significant contributor to beneficial system

effects.



4.5.3.3 Correlation of stud flexural MOR and MOE

In an indeterminate structure, variation in stiffness of the components

affects load-sharing among members. Correlation of wood flexural strength and

stiffness implies that a stronger member is stiffer, and hence carries a larger share

of the load. Bodig [1982] suggested values of the correlation coefficient between

MOR and MOE (PRE) of 0.65-0.91. Rosowsky and Ellingwood [1990] suggested an

average value of 0.70 based on an analysis of the In-Grade Test Program data for

three species (DF-L, H-F and SP). The value ofPRE = 0.70 has been widely used in

other reliability studies [Folz et al., 1989; Foschi et al., 1989; Rosowsky and

Ellingwood, 1990; Bulleit and Liu, 1995; Liu and Bulleit, 1995a, b].

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the effects of correlation between stud MOE

and MOR on system strength of the wall. The correlation has little effect on system

strength defined by any-two or two-adjacent member failures. System strength

defined by first-member failure, however, increases slightly as PR-E increases from

zero (i.e., uncorrelated) to 1.0 (i.e., fully correlated).

4.5.3.4 Piecewise correlation of stud MOR's

This correlation may arise due to lumber members in an assembly coming

from the same source or manufactured in the same mill using the same processing,

conditioning, or storage methods. Piecewise correlation (PRR) would have the effect

of reducing the member strength variability relative to that of an entire

species/size/grade combination (i.e., as tested in the IGTP). Thus, load-sharing with



an assembly would be reduced. However, few suggestions have been made as to

how to quantify this piece-to-piece (or "within-mill") correlation. Rosowsky and

Ellingwood [1990] studied within-mill variability of wood joist flexural strengths

and concluded that the published COY's in strength [Green and Evans, 1987]

appear to represent averaged values, and that no evidence existed to support a

reduction in COV when only within-mill data are considered. However, it still may

not be reasonable to conclude that there is no correlation between lumber strengths

and this issue continues to be discussed [Gromala et al., 2001]

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the effect of PRROfl wall system strength. When

PR-K increases from zero to 1.0, the mean and COY of system strength increases.

The COV of system strength begins decreasing beyond about PR-R = 0.80. When PR-R

=1.0, both the mean values and COV's of system strengths become the same for all

limit state definitions. This implies that system redundancy (defined as the

difference between first-member failure and any-two member failure or two-

adjacent member failure system strengths) decreases as PR-R increases. At PR-R = 0,

the system has the greatest redundancy and when PR-R = 1.0, the system collapses

immediately after the first member fails (i.e., series system, no redundancy).

Figure 4.14 also shows the effect of PR-K on the 5thpercenti1e of system

strength. The first-member failure system strength decreases initially and then

increases above PR-R = 0.20. Any-two or two-adjacent member failure system

strengths decrease up to PR-R = 0.80, and then increase slightly.
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4.5.4 Effect of sheathing properties

Figures 4.26 4.29 show the effect of sheathing thickness and sheathing

MOE (in the direction parallel to stud) on the wall system strengths. Sheathing

MOE has essentially no effect on system strength. Increasing sheathing thickness

leads to an increase in mean wall system strength and a decrease in COV of system

strength. (This results in an increase in 5tI1..percentile of wall strength with increase

in sheathing thickness). Sheathing thickness has a larger effect on system strength

defined by first-member failure than defined by any-two or two-adjacent member

failures. It should be pointed out that a limit state definition beyond two-adjacent

member failures (e.g., three-adjacent member failures) may be more appropriate if

thicker sheathing is used and this could result in a significant increase in ultimate

system strength.

4.5.5 Effect of sheathing-to-framing connections

As nail stiffness increases, or nail spacing decreases or adhesives are used,

there is more composite action between the studs and sheathing. Figure 4.22 shows

wall system strengths increase as nail stiffness increases. When nail stiffness equals

106 lb/in (with a nail spacing of 12 inches), system strengths are nearly twice those

with little or no composite action between stud and sheathing. This is the maximum

benefit which can be obtained by increasing the slip modulus; system strengths will

not increase further even if slip modulus is further increased beyond this point.
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Generally, nail connections cannot provide stiffness as large as 106 lb/in.

However, such values may be possible with the use of adhesives, for example.

4.5.6 Effect of post-yield behavior of partial composite wall members

Post-yield member behavior can significantly affect the ultimate strength of

a system. In this study, it is assumed that once a member fails (reaches its yield

point), the wall member can still carry transverse loading, but will not take any

additional transverse load nor will it take any axial loading. In Chapter 3, it was

shown that with this assumption, the analytical model conservatively predicts the

ultimate strength of a wall system. This section will show the effect of wall

member post-yield behavior on wall system strength.

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the effect of transverse load unloading ratio on

system strength if it's assumed that the yielded wall members do not take any axial

loading. Both the mean and 5th..percentile system strengths decrease as the yielded

wall member sheds more transverse load. The COV of system strength increases as

the unloading ratio increases. When the unloading ratio equals zero, the wall

system has the largest redundancy. When the unloading ratio = 1.0 (i.e., all the

transverse load originally taken by the yielded member is shed to adjacent

members), little system redundancy is left. As the unloading ratio increases from

zero to 0.2, the system redundancy decreases by 2/3. This implies that the adjacent

members have little reserve strength.
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4.5.7 Effect of wall member end conditions

Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show the effect of wail member end restraints on

system strengths. As coefficients of restraint increase from zero (pinned-pinned),

end moments increase from zero and the mid-span moment decreases if load

conditions are unchanged. Thus, initial increase in coefficients of restraints results

in an increase in system strength. However, if the end restraint stiffness increases

further and the end moments become larger than the mid-span moment, the end

sections of the wall member become critical. Increasing the coefficient of end

restraint in this case increases end moments and thus decreases system strength.

When the coefficient approaches infinity, the end moment reaches a maximum

value (corresponding to a wall member with fixed end conditions) and the system

strength is unchanged.

4.5.8 Effect of wall boundary conditions

Table 4.3 shows the effect of wall openings, i.e., wall end conditions, on

system strengths. In general, there are double studs at the ends of the wall. This

condition is modeled by double springs as shown in Figure 3.9. Case I is a wall

segment with no openings at the ends (i.e., perpendicular walls framing into both

ends of the wall so that the wall ends cannot deflect freely). Case 2 is a wall with an

opening (48 in. wide) on both ends. Both wall ends can deflect. Case 3 is a wall

having an opening at one end and no opening at the other end. Case 4 is a wall with

no openings and only one stud at each end of the wall. As seen in Table 4.3, Case
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2 is the worst case as expected. The results for the other three cases are nearly the

same.

4.5.9 Effect of axial loading

This study considers only the flexural failure mode. Axial loading is thus a

second-order bending effect; the greater the axial loading on the wall, the greater

the additional moment. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show that the addition of axial

loading decreases the mean of the system strength, but increases the COY.

4.5.10 Summary of sensitivity study

The strength of a wall system (in term of transverse load capacity) is most

significantly influenced by system limit state definition, system size (when number

of members is less than 15), COV in stud MOR, post-yield behavior of the partial

composite wall members, wall boundary conditions, and magnitude of axial

loading. The contributions of sheathing properties, COV in stud MOE, correlation

between stud MOE and MOR, and wall member end conditions are much less

significant. System reserve strength (i.e., system strength beyond first-member

failure) is most influenced by COY in stud MOR and post-yield behavior of the

partial composite wall members.
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Table 4.1 Flexural strength and stiffness statistics for wall framing members
[Green and Evans, 1987]

Species Size Grade Mean MOE COV of Mean MOR COV of
(106 psi) MOE (psi) MOR

No.1 1.622 0.216 8318 0.277
2 x 4 No.2 1.565 0.270 8008 0.340

Stud 1.511 0.244 7399 0.326DF-L
No.1 1.622 0.216 7395 0.277

2 x 6 No.2 1.565 0.2 70 7120 0.340
Stud 1.511 0.244 6578 0.326
No.1 1.634 0.201 9178 0.276

2 x 4 No.2 1.53 1 0.239 7990 0.373
Stud 1.447 0.270 7168 0.373SYP
No.1 1.634 0.201 8160 0.276

2 x 6 No.2 1.561 0.234 7076 0.399
Stud 1.447 0.270 7168 0.373
No.1 1.312 0.215 6843 0.2812x4
No.2 1.306 0.256 6691 0.351H-F
No.1 1.312 0.215 6084 0.2812x6
No.2 1.306 0.256 5949 0.351

Note: the mean values for 2x6's in italic are adjusted from 2x4's of the same grade
using the size adjustment formula (ASTM, 1999). The COV values for 2x6's in
italic are assumed to be equal to that for 2x4's:

MOR2 =MOR1 11.1'
) L)LT2

in which,
MOR1 = modulus of rupture of 2 x 4, psi,
MOR2 = modulus of rupture of 2 x 6, psi,

= width of member having MOR1, in,
= width of member having MOR2, in,

L1 = length of member having MOR1, in,
= length of member having MOR2, in,

T1 = thickness of member having MOR1, in,
T2 = thickness of member having MOR2, in,
w= 0.29, 1= 0.14, t= 0.
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Table 4.2 Properties of the baseline wall

System parameter Value for baseline wall
Number of studs 7
Wall height 8 ft.
Stud species and grade No.2 DF-L
Stud spacing 16 inches o.c.
Correlation of stud MOR and MOE 0.7
Piecewise correlation of stud MOR's 0
Nail spacing 12 in.
Nail stiffness 2000 lb/in
Wall member end conditions Pinned
Wall end conditions Openings (width =48 in.) on both sides
Sheathing 3/8-inch plywood

Table 4.3 Effects of wall end conditions on wall system strengths (psf)

Mean, 5th-percentile and COV of wall system Case Case Case Case
strengths 1 2 3 4
Mean of system strength (two-adjacent), psf 135 119 134 133
5th-percentile of system strength (two-adjacent), psf 81 73 81 81
COV of system strength (two-adjacent) 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23
Mean of system strength (any-two), psf 129 109 129 128
5th-percentile of system strength (any-two), psf 77 67 77 76
COV of system strength (any-two) 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
Mean of system strength (first-failure), psf 109 92 108 107
5th-percentile of system strength (first-failure), psf 49 41 48 48
COV of system strength (first-failure) 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
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Figure 4.18 System strengths (mean and 5thpercenti1e values) vs. unloading ratio of
transverse loading
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Figure 4.28 System strengths (mean and 5thpercentile values) vs. sheathing MOE
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5 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF A LIGHT-FRAME WALL SYSTEM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes simulation-based wall system reliability analyses

conducted using the analytical model developed in Chapter 3. First, sensitivity

studies are performed to investigate how system parameters affect wall system

reliability. Then, a portfolio approach (considering a range of explicit wall systems)

is used to evaluate reliabilities of light-frame wall systems which are designed

according to current code provisions.

Classical reliability theory idealizes structural systems as series (weakest-

link) systems in which any component failure causes system collapse, or parallel

systems in which all components must fail. Some structural systems consist of

combinations of these basic system types and still others are more complex,

containing conditional aspects as well [Meichers, 1 999J. A stud-wall system cannot

be considered strictly parallel since the wall covering cannot transfer load across a

system in which a large number of members have failed. Neither can such a system

be considered strictly series since generally failure of the first member is not

sufficient for the wall system to fail. Thus, classical system reliability theory is not

applicable to the structural assemblies considered in this study and an alternate

system formulation must be considered.

Let the n-dimensional vector X contain the n basic variables which define

and characterize the design space of the problem. The limit state function g(X) = 0
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which defines some design or performance criteria for the system. Mathematically,

g(X) = 0 defines the boundary between the satisfactory (or safe) domain, g(X) > 0,

and the unsatisfactory (or unsafe) domain, g(X) <0, in n-dimensional space. With

the limit state function defined, the general reliability problem becomes one of

evaluating the probability of failure Pj by integrating the joint probability density

function (PDF) fx(x) for the n-dimensional vector X of basic variables over the

domain g(X) <0. This is expressed as:

P1 = Pg(X) <0] ... Jfx(x)1x (5.1)
g(X)<O

For the current problem, g(X) is implicit in X and the exact form of the joint PDF

fx(x) is unknown. Thus, the solution cannot be obtained analytically and some other

numerical method is required. Monte Carlo simulation can be used for this purpose.

As expressed in Equation (5.1), the failure probability is time-dependent

since the loads (live, snow, and wind) are variable in time. Since the structural

model developed previously is relatively complex, including a time-history analysis

of loads (and load combinations) within the time-dependent simulation may not be

computationally practical. In such cases, an alternative analytical approach in

which the load combination analysis is treated separately from (external to) the

actual limit state analysis may be sought. This is the approach taken herein.

Specifically, all of the loads which are applied to a stud wall system are modeled as
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stochastic load processes, and a simplified rule for load combinations is employed

to determine the controlling combination for use in the reliability analysis.

Time-dependent effects in wood (e.g., creep and duration of load effects)

are not considered in this study. The limit state of interest is flexure (or, more

specifically, combined beam-column action) and the critical transverse load is wind

load, which has a very short assumed duration. Although considerable effort has

focused on studying DOL effects in flexural wood bending members [Corotis and

Sheehan, 1986; Ellingwood and Rosowsky, 1991; Foschi and Barrett, 1982;

Gerhards, 1979; Gerhards and Link, 1986; Madsen and John, 1982 and Wood,

1951], there have been few studies on time effects in beam-columns. Fromhold

[1999] investigated the interaction between creep and the beam-column behavior of

Douglas-fir No.2 and Select Structural grade 2x4's subject to sustained loads.

Nelson [2000] also looked at how creep affected two species of laminated veneer

lumber (LVL) under combined axial and transverse loads. However, in their

studies, both the transverse bending load and axial load were of long duration,

which is different from the current problem in which the critical transverse load is

presumed to be of very short duration.

5.2 LOAD COMBINATIONS

Most loads on structures are stochastic in nature. A realistic treatment of

these loads therefore requires that that the individual loads be modeled by random

processes and the combined load effect by a function of these processes [Wen,



1977]. When there is a single time-varying load (the so-called first-passage

problem), one can show that the form of the arbitrary-point-time distribution is not

of immediate relevance since the distribution of the largest extreme is likely to be

very closely approximated by one of the asymptotic extreme-value distributions

[Thoft-Christensen and Baker, 1982]. Unfortunately, there usually is more than one

load acting on a structure. To determine the distribution of the combined load

effect, the detailed variations with time of all of the loading processes are required.

In the case of the wall system considered in this study, there are axial loads (dead,

live and snow loads) and transverse load (only wind load is considered). There are

two different ways to model the loads acting on a wall system. The first is to model

the loads as stochastic processes and perform a time-history analysis within the

system reliability analysis procedure itself. The second approach is to find an

equivalent loading system to represent the effect of all stochastic load processes

acting on the wall system. The approach taken in this study was to determine the

critical load combinations in the structure's lifetime separately from (or external to)

the wall system reliability analysis. Thus, the vector stochastic process problem is

reduced to a vector random variable problem. This is conceptually similar to the

use of "Turkstra's Rule" [Turkstra and Madsen, 1980]. This approach is possible

since material resistance quantities are assumed time-invariant and system failure is

assumed to result from a single combined load event, rather than a sequence of

loads each causing a member failure or partial failure as stated in Section 5.1

[Rosowsky et al., 2001].
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This study considers stud walls in one-, two- and three-story structures

located either along the southeastern coast (hurricane-prone region) or in northern

tier states (combined high snow and moderate wind regions) of the United States.

Table 5.1 summarizes the load combinations for lower-story walls in one- to three-

story structures. The following sections provide a description of the load process

models which are used in the load combination and reliability analyses.

5.2.1 Load process model

5.2.1.1 Dead load

Dead load consists of the weight of all construction materials and

permanent fixtures in the building. Dead load is assumed to follow a normal

distribution with mean-to-nominal = 1.05 and COV = 0.10 [Ellingwood et al.,

1980; Galambos et al., 1982]. The dead load is assumed to be constant over the life

of the structure.

5.2.1.2 Occupancy live load

Live loads are those loads produced by the use and occupancy of the

building and include the weight of people and their possessions, furniture, movable

partitions and other non-permanent fixtures and equipment. The total live load on a

floor area is most commonly modeled as having a sustained component and an

extraordinary component. The sustained live load and the extraordinary live load

are each modeled as Poisson processes with arbitrary point-in-time (APT)
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magnitude (intensities) assumed to follow a Gamma distribution. The arrival rates

and pulse durations for the two components of live load are shown in Table 5.2.

Assuming an influence area of 200 ft2, the APT extraordinary live load has a mean-

to-nominal = 0.16 and COV 0.84, and the sustained live load has a mean-to-

nominal = 0.24 and COV = 0.90 [Philpot and Rosowsky, 1992]. The load process

parameters for the two components of live load shown in Table 5.2 yields the 50-

year maximum of mean-to-nominal = 0.99 and of COV 0.25 which is consistent

with the generally assumed 50-year maximum statistics, i.e., mean-to-nominal =

1.0 and COV = 0.25 [see: Ellingwood et al., 1980].

5.2.1.3 Snow load

Snow load models are derived using meteorological data and field studies

considering the relationship of the roof snow load to the ground snow load, the roof

exposure, geometry and thermal characteristics [Ellingwood et al., 1980]. The roof

snow load can be estimated as the product of the ground snow load and the snow

load coefficient relating the ground to roof loads. The statistics of ground snow

load determined from meteorological data shows that the annual extreme ground

snow load (water-equivalent) can be modeled using a lognormal distribution with

site-dependent parameters [Ellingwood et al., 1980]. The statistics of the snow load

coefficient have been determined by snow load surveys of roofs [O'Rourke et al.,

1982] and can also be modeled using a lognormal distribution. Therefore, the
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annual extreme roof snow load can be modeled by a lognormal distribution with

parameters that vary by site.

In the complete load time-history analysis, a Poisson pulse process is used

to model the snow load. Typical values for the mean-nominal and coefficient of

variation in the annual extreme roof snow load in the northern tier states of the U.S.

are 0.20 and 0.87, respectively [Hendrickson et al., 1987; Ellingwood and

Rosowsky, 1996]. The pulse duration is assumed to be one week and the annual

snow season is taken as 26 weeks. The average rate ofoccurrence is assumed to be

six events per year. The probability that the pulse is "on" is assumed to be 0.20.

The individual pulse intensity can be backed out from the extreme annual snow

load using the following formula:

Fyannuai (y) = [1 p015 (1 F puise (x))]15 (5.2)

in whichPon = 0.20, = 6, F, annual (y) is the CDF for annual extreme roof snow load

and F, pulse () is the CDF for the individual roof snow pulse. The 50-year maximum

roof snow load is assumed to follow an Extreme Value Type-TI distribution with

mean-to-nominal = 0.82 and COV = 0.26 [Ellingwood et al., 1980].

5.2.1.4 Wind load

Statistics models for wind load can be determined from statistical data for

wind speeds, pressure coefficients, parameters related to exposure and wind speed

profile, and a gust factor which incorporates the effects of short gusts and the

dynamic response of the structure [Ellingwood et al., 1980]. The overall variability
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in wind load results from uncertainties in the wind speed, pressure coefficients, the

exposure factor and the gust factor. It has been shown that the annual and 50-year

maximum wind load can be well fit by an Extreme Type-I (ET-I) distribution above

the 90th_percentile value [Ellingwood et al., 1980].

For the purpose of the load time-history analysis, wind load is assumed to

follow a Poisson process with an arrival rate of 1/year and a duration of one day.

The annual maximum wind load in non-hurricane regions is assumed to follow an

ET-I distribution with mean-to-nominal = 0.33 and COY = 0.59. The annual

maximum statistics are assumed herein to represent the APT wind load for non-

hurricane and hurricane-prone regions (a conservative assumption). The 50-year

maximum wind load (non-hurricane region) is assumed to follow an ET-I

distribution with mean-to-nominal = 0.78 and COY = 0.37 [Ellingwood et al.,

1980]. Rosowsky and Huang [2000] suggested a mean-to-nominal = 0.46 and a

COY 0.64 for the 50-year maximum wind load in hurricane-prone regions

(southeastern coastal areas, in particular) of the U.S., and these statistics are

adopted here.

5.2.2 Critical load combinations

Turkstra's Rule is used to handle load combinations in this study. Turkstra's

Rule says that maximum of a sum of n load processes (i.e., max {Xj(t) + X2(t) +

+ X(t)}) can be approximated by the maximum of the following n random

variables:
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= max{X1(t)} + X2(t APT) + X3(t APT) + + X8(t APT)
T

= XI(t APT) + rnax(X2(t)} + X3(t APT) + + X, (tAPT)
(5.2)

= X1 (t1,.) + X2(t APT) + X3(t APT) + + max{Xfl(tAPT)}
T

where tApT is an arbitrary point-in-time and T is the reference period, typically

assumed (in the U.S.) to be 50 years for strength limit states. Although Turkstra's

Rule tends to be unconservative in certain situations where the probability of a joint

occurrence of more than one maximum value is not negligible, or where the

maximum combined effect occurs when two variables simultaneously attain "near

maximum" values, Turkstra's Rule provides a good approximation in many

practical cases [Ellingwood et al., 1980]. Turkstra's Rule is used for the load

combination analysis in this study because of its obvious simplicity and to allow for

the load combination analysis to be conducted separately from the reliability

analysis, but also because it is consistent with the observation that failures

frequently occur as a consequence of one load attaining its extreme value

[Ellingwood et al., 1980].

To investigate the validity of Turkstra's Rule for combinations involving

transverse load (wind load) and vertical loads (dead load and live load), a

representative wall system is considered. The wall has the same properties as

shown in Table 4.2. The load process model and the load statistics for their 50-year

maximum load and the APT load described previously are used in the load

combination analysis. A nominal wind load of 20 lb/ft2 is assumed (two-story
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structure, simple gable roof, 90 mph nominal wind speed, Exposure C). The

nominal live load and nominal roof snow load are both assumed to be 40 psf, and

the nominal dead load is assumed to be 20 psf.

The analytical model developed and discussed in Chapter 3 was used to

perform the structural system analysis. Two approaches were used to obtain the

distribution of maximum bending stress in the T-beam due to the combination of

vertical loads (considering dead load, live load) and transverse wind load over the

50-year lifetime of the structure. The first is a time-history analysis in which a

Poisson process is assumed for all loads. The second is based on Turkstra's Rule.

Figure 5.1 presents the cumulative distribution functions for maximum moment in

the wall member (T-beam). For comparison, two sets of wind load statistics for the

50-year maximum are considered. One case assumes a mean-to-nominal = 0.78 and

COV = 0.37, and the other is determined using extreme value theory from the

annual maximum wind load statistics (mean-to-nominal = 0.33 and COV = 0.59).

Figure 5.1 shows that the latter case is very consistent with the results from the

time-history analysis, while the former case only agrees with the time-history

analysis above the upper 90tl.percentiIe value. Note that both the 50-year

maximum wind load statistics (mean-to-nominal = 0.78 and COV = 0.37) and the

annual maximum wind load statistics (mean-to-nominal = 0.33 and COV = 0.59)

themselves were fit above the 90tlpercentile value {Ellingwood et al., 1980]. So it

is not surprising that the CDF of maximum moment calculated based on the 50-

year maximum wind load statistics is only consistent with the result from the time-
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history analysis in this region as well. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the mean and

COV of the maximum bending stresses in each wall member of the wall system

calculated using time history analysis and two different load combinations (Wmax +

D + L and Wmax). The analysis based on the load combination of Wmax + D + L

gives a conservative approximation of the time-history analysis. When considering

bending of the wall systems, it can be concluded that only one combination from

Turkstra's Rule may be needed; namely, the maximum wind load during the

reference period combined with arbitrary point-in-time values for each of the

vertical loads. Since the relative frequency of wind loads is so small, and the

assumed duration of those loads is also small, the likelihood that the maximum

wind load will occur when any of the other (vertical) loads reach their maximum

value is very small and effectively can be neglected. (This concept forms the basis

for Turkstra's Rule.) However, in the reliability analysis, all load combinations

specified in Equation 5.2 are checked and the wall system reliability is taken as the

minimum reliability calculated using these load combinations.

5.3 SENSITIVITY STUDIES

Sensitivity studies are conducted to investigate how the wall system

reliability is affected by various system parameters. Two geographic locations are

considered: a hurricane-prone region and a high snow (combined high snow and

moderate wind) region. It is assumed there is no snow in the hurricane-prone

region. The design roof snow load is 40 psf for the high snow region. The design
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gust wind speed is 130 mph for the hurricane region and 90 mph for the high snow

region. The walls in both cases were designed to just meet the design code

requirements (i.e., those of NDS and LRFD), and as a result, two different baseline

walls are considered.

The baseline wall system for the hurricane-prone region consists of seven

No. 2 2x4-inch DF-L studs spaced 16 inches on-center. The wall is 8 ft. high and is

located in the bottom of a two-story structure. The floor or roof members framing

into the wall have a clear span of 30 feet, resulting in an effective tributary area on

each wall stud of 20 ft2 at each story. The studs at the wall ends are free to deflect

(i.e., the beam-spring model for the baseline wall is spring-supported at the two

ends). The baseline wall for the high snow region is the same as that for the

hurricane-prone region except that No. 2 HF is used for the wall studs.

Figures 5.4 5.18 present the results from the sensitivity analyses of the

various physical parameters on the wall system reliability. The sensitivity study

was performed by changing one variable at a time while all others were held at

their baseline values. The effects of these variables are discussed in the following

sections.

5.3.1 Effect of wall configurations

The results in Figures 5.4-5.6 show that wall system reliabilities are

significantly affected by number of wall members, wall height, and stud spacing.

Building geometry, including wall height, is generally specified by architectural
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design. For a given wall height, the use of smaller stud spacing will result in

increased wall strength or reliability, as evident in Figures 5.6. However, the use of

smaller stud spacing results more studs in the wall system, and increasing number

of wall members decreases wall system strength as shown in Chapter 4. Figure 5.4

presents wall system reliabilities as a function of system size (number of members).

Walls located in hurricane-prone regions appear to have nearly the same

reliabilities (first-member failure) as those in high snow regions. (It should be noted

that the baseline walls for these two cases are different. The walls were designed to

just meet the code requirements and as a result, different materials are used). The

walls in high snow regions, however, appear to have higher redundancy. Here,

redundancy is defined as the ratio of the reliability of the system with respect to a

given system limit state (e.g., two-adjacent member failure) to the reliability of the

system defined by the first-member failure.

As described in Section 3.4, a "segmental wall analysis" is performed to

investigate the effect of the wall openings in this study. With this approach,

different wall boundary conditions are considered. Figure 5.7 shows the effects of

four different wall boundary conditions (described in Section 4.4.8) on system

reliabilities. Similar to the effects on system strengths, Case 1, 3 and 4 have nearly

the same system reliabilities and Case 2 (having 48-inch openings on both sides)

has the lowest system reliability.
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5.3.2 Effect of member properties

Studies in Chapter 4 have shown that COV in stud MOR and piecewise

correlation of stud strengths significantly affect the ultimate strength of the wall

system. It was also shown that COV in stud MOE and correlation of stud MOE and

MOR have little effect on system strengths. The results in Figures 5.8-11 show

these variables have similar influences on system reliabilities.

Figure 5.12 shows the effects of stud species and grade on wall system

reliability. The figure actually shows the combined effects of COV in stud MOR

and COy in stud MOE, since studs with different species and grades have different

statistics for MOR and MOE. Significant differences in system reliabilities are

observed for walls built with different materials (stud species and grades).

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of PRE on wall system reliabilities assuming

PR-R = o. The correlation between flexural MOE and MOR has little effect on the

system reliability when the any-two stud failure
any-2) or two-adjacent stud

failure
(13>, 2adj) definitions for system failure are assumed. The probability of first-

stud failure, however, decreases slightly as PR-E increases from zero (uncorrelated)

to 1.0 (fully correlated). Note that
any-2 increases slightly as PR-E increases;

however, PR-E has little effect on t3S, 2-adj. At PR-E = 0 (i.e., MOE and MOR are ftilly

independent), the possibility that a member has a high MOE and a low MOR is

greatest, resulting in the lowest system reliabilities for the first failure or any-two

failure system limit state definitions. This possibility decreases when the MOR and
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MOE have some positive correlation, and chances increase for members to have

both high MOE and high MOR. In such case, those stronger studs attract more

load, resulting in higher wall system reliabilities. However, as PR-B gets larger, the

system reserve capacity (or system redundancy) decreases. This is likely the reason

that PR-B has relatively little impact on wall system reliability if the two-adjacent

failure definition is assumed. Liu and Bulleit [1 995b] studied the effect of PR-B on

floor system strengths and reported similar findings.

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of the piecewise correlation between stud

MOR's on the wall system reliability, assuming
PR-B = 0.7. If first-member failure is

taken as the system failure criterion, the system reliability decreases with piecewise

correlation when PR-R is less than about 0.5, and increases when PR-R is greater than

about 0.5. However, system reliabilities decrease significantly as the piecewise

correlation increases from zero (uncorrelated) to 1.0 (fully correlated) if the any-

two member failure or two-adjacent member failure criteria are assumed. The

system effect (system redundancy) is largest when PR-R 0, i.e., when the bending

strengths of the studs are independent. There is essentially no system effect (system

redundancy) when PR-R 1, i.e., when the bending strengths of the studs are fully

correlated. At this point, the system reliability is equal to the reliability of the

individual member. Correlation between member strengths may be significant and

may warrant further consideration if it is desired to account only for within-mill

variations, for example.
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5.3.3 Effect of sheathing

Differences in sheathing MOE have little or no effect on wall system

reliability, as shown in Figure 5.13. Increasing the sheathing thickness results in an

increase in system reliability. However, as Figure 5.13 shows, there is a small

increase in system reliability when sheathing thickness is increased from 3/8 inch

to 1)4 inches.

5.3.4 Effect of nail stiffness

In Section 4.4.5 it was shown that system strength increases as nail stiffness

increases, and this increase can be as much as a factor of two. Figure 5.15 also

shows that wall system reliability increases as nail stiffness increases. The system

reliabilities appear to maximize at values of nail stiffness greater than about i0

lb/in (with a nail spacing of 12 inches).

5.3.5 Effect of post-yield behavior of partial composite wall members

In Chapter 4, Figure 4.18 showed that when the unloading ratio of the

transverse load increases from 0 (no transverse load shedding following wall

member yield) to 1.0 (transverse load taken by yielded wall member is completely

shed to adjacent members), the mean system strengths assuming two-adjacent

failure, any-two failure, and first failure become equal. There is some difference,

however, between the 5thpercenti1e system strengths for the different assumed

system limit state definitions. Figure 5.16 shows the effect of unloading ratio on
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system reliability. If the unloading ratio increases from 0 to 1.0, system reliabilities

assuming any two member and two adjacent member failures decrease

significantly. At the point at which the unloading ratio equals 1.0, the system

reliability using the two-adjacent failure definition is nearly the same as the system

reliability using the any-two failure definition. This suggests there is little reserve

system strength beyond the point at which any two members have yielded.

5.3.6 Effect of wall member end conditions

Figure 5.17 shows the effect of wall member end restraint on system

reliability. Wall end restraints less than about 10 kips-inlrad have little effect on

system reliabilities. As wall member end restraints increase, system reliabilities

increase, reaching their maximum when the restraints equal about 300 kips-in/rad.

Beyond this point, if restraints are increased further, system reliability decreases

(similar to the effect of wall member end conditions on system strength; see

Section 4.5.7), stabilizing when restraints exceed about 1 0 kips-inlrad. Although

wall member end restraint appears to have a significant impact on system

reliability, this figure presents results over a rather unrealistic range of member end

restraint coefficients. Values of wall member end restraint for conventional stud

wall construction have been shown to be on the order of 10 kips-in/rad or less

[Polensek, 1986]. Thus, the effect of wall member restraints can be ignored and the

end connections can be assumed to be pinned.
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5.3.7 Effect of axial loading

This study considered member failure in flexure only. Axial load was

considered as to cause second-order bending. It was further assumed that once a

member yields, it can no longer carry axial loading and all of its axial load is shed

to adjacent members. This is a conservative assumption. From Figure 5.18, and

noting that axial loading increases with span, wall system reliabilities are seen to

decrease with increasing axial loading. This is, of course, expected. The effects of

axial loading on wall system reliability are larger in high snow regions than in

hurricane-prone regions. The reason for this may be that a wall system in high

snow regions has a larger nominal axial loading than a wall in a hurricane-prone

region.

5.3.8 Summary of sensitivity studies

The results of the sensitivity studies suggest that the wall system reliability

is very sensitive to:

(a) topological arrangement of wall system, e.g., system size (for n < 15),

wall height, stud spacing and wall boundary conditions;

(b) stud depth and the mechanical properties of stud defined by species and

grade;

(c) COY in stud MOR and correlation of stud strengths (pRR);

(d) post-yield behavior of partial composite wall member;

(e) nail stiffness;
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(f) magnitude of axial loading;

and is only somewhat sensitive to:

(a) sheathing thickness;

(b) COy in stud MOE and correlation of stud MOE and MOR (PR-E).

Sheathing MOE has little effect on the wall system reliability. For

conventional stud wall construction, the wall member end restraints also has little

effect on system reliability.

5.4 SYSTEM RELIABILITIES EVALUATED USING A PORTFOLIO
APPROACH

In conducting reliability analyses, particularly for purposes of code

calibration, a range of wall systems could be considered by expressing the limit

state function in terms of normalized random variables, XIX (the random variable

divided by its code-specified nominal value Xe). However, there are some situations

for which a limit state function may be implicit or not easily expressed in terms of

normalized random variables. This is true, for example, for indeterminate structural

systems in which a multi-member system limit state definition is considered, or for

nonlinear system behavior. As an alternative to using a generalized limit state

function, a portfolio approach can be used. The portfolio approach considers a

range of explicit wall systems which are designed using the current code and can be

assumed to be representative of the design space. A portfolio approach may be

particularly useful when only a limited range of basic design variables, such as
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member size, must be considered. Light-frame wood construction in the United

States is highly standardized in terms of member size, member spacing, framing

arrangement, use of standardized assemblies, and connection type. For example,

wall studs are most commonly 2x4 or 2x6 lumber. Overall structural dimensions,

while they may vary, are (for most practical purposes) still limited to a certain

range. Thus, it is both practical and relatively straightforward to consider a range of

representative wall systems (referred to as a portfolio) and calculate their

reliabilities. It is unrealistic to expect the portfolio to represent all design situations

(i.e., the complete design space), however the portfolio may be assumed to be

representative of the design space. The following wall system configurations are

considered:

Wall height: 8 ft., 10 ft. and 12 ft;

Stud size: 2x4 and 2x6;

Stud spacing: 16 inch and 24 inch;

Span of floor system or roof system perpendicular to the wall: 30 ft;

Bottom wall of a one-story, two-story or three-story structure.

Based on these wall topologies, there are 36 possible combinations (shown

in Tables 5.3 and 5.4). For example, one combination is a wall height of 8 ft., 2x4

stud size, 16-inch stud spacing, bottom wall of two-story structure and floor/roof

span of 30 ft. Each wall may be situated in a hurricane-prone region having a gust

wind speed ranging from 100 to 150 mph, or in a high snow region having a design

ground snow load ranging from 30 to 70 psf. All of the walls are designed
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according to the NDS [AF&PA, 1997b1 and checked using the LRFD specification

[AF&PA, 1997a. The specific designs are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. For

simplicity, stud species and grade is limited to SYP (No.1, No.2 and stud grade),

DF-L (No. 1, No.2 and stud grade), and HF (No.1 and No.2).

Stud size is discrete (only two possible sizes: 2x4 and 2x6) and only limited

species and grades are considered. Thus, the basic design variables are not

continuous and it is not possible for all wall systems to just meet the design

requirements. As shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, there exist only a few walls thatjust

meet the code requirements (i.e., stress ratio = 1.0). Stress ratio is defined as the

maximum of:

1. Ratio of actual axial stress and allowable axial stress

2. Ratio of actual flexural stress and allowable flexural stress

( 1 fb

L J
1f [see: AF&PA, 1997b]

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show that the wall stud reliabilities decrease as the

maximum stress ratio increases. However, the wall stud reliabilities tend to

stabilize when the maximum stress ratio is larger than about 0.80. Therefore, in this

study, all walls having a maximum stress ratio of 0.80 or greater might be included

in the portfolio. For economy in the analysis and in order to keep the portfolio size

manageable, only the wall systems shown in italics in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are
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included in the portfolio and are used to perform reliability analyses and calculate

system factors later.

Note that the system size (number of wall members) is assumed to be

constant (7 members) in this portfolio analysis. Since system size is not a design

variable, the same portfolio can be used for an analysis of other wall sizes (number

of members) as well.

If the design points within the portfolio are equally possible, then the

system reliability cumulative distribution function can be plotted as shown in

Figures 5.21 and 5.22. A Normal distribution is used to fit over the entire ranges of

CDF's of member reliability and system reliability defined by first-member failure;

however, for system reliability defined by any-two member failures or two-adjacent

member failures, the distribution is fit below the 70thpercenti1e. In the hurricane-

prone and high snow regions, the mean reliability index (13) of the bare stud is about

2.93 and 2.79, respectively. Since these studs are designed according to the current

NDS and just meet the code requirements (stress ratio 0.80), these reliability

indices could be regarded as the implied NDS code safety levels. Figures 5.21 and

5.22 also show the system reliability CDF ' s for system limit states defined by first

member, any two member, and two adjacent member failures. Mean system

reliabilities considering first-member failure are about 2.50 and 2.42 for the

hurricane-prone and snow regions, respectively. The CDF of system reliability of

first member failure is shifted to the left (i.e., lower than) of the CDF of the bare

stud reliability. Thus, the assumption of first-member failure as the system limit
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state results in system factors less than 1.0. If the system limit state is defined by

two adjacent member failures, mean system reliabilities are greater than 3.5 for

both hurricane-prone and high snow regions, resulting in system factors greater

than 1.0.

It should be noted that in all of the wall system reliability analyses, 48 inch

wide openings were assumed on both sides of the wall (i.e., Case 2 wall end

boundary condition). Sensitivity studies showed that the Case 2 wall boundary

condition resulted in the lowest system reliabilities. As stated before, if a different

system size (number of members) is considered, the same portfolio can be used and

the corresponding system reliability CDF's could be obtained similarly. The system

reliability CDF's would shift to left if there are fewer than seven studs or to right if

there are more than seven studs in the wall system.
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Table 5.1 Load combinations for lower-story walls in one-, two- and three-story
structures

# of
Hurricane-prone region Northern tier states

stories (high snow)

Axial loading Transverse
Axial loading Transverse

loading loading
1 Droof W(t) Droof + S(t) W(t)

2
Droof + Dfl001 +

W(t)
Droof + Dfloor +

W(t)Lfloor (t) Lflo0(t) + S(t)
D100f +Door, 1 + Droof + Dfl00, 1 +

3 Door, 2 + Lçioo, 1(t) + W(t) Dfioor, 2 + Loor, i(t) W(t)
Lfloor, 2(t) + Lfloor, 2(t) + S(t)

Notes:
Roof live load is neglected.
Multi-story live load is considered to be temporally correlated (i.e., occur at the
same time but with different magnitude).
Axial loading due to wind is not considered.

Table 5.2 Load Process Parameters

Occurrence Intensity

Arrival Mean-Load
(1) rate Duration to- COV CDF

(3) nominal (5) (6)(2)
(4)

Dead load n/a 50 years 1.05 0.10 Normal
Occupancy

I
Sustained 0.125/yr 8 yearsa 0.24 0.90 Gamma

live load Extraordinary 1/yr 1 week 0.16 0.84 Gamma
Snow load 6/yr" 1 week 0.20c 0.87c LN
Wind load 1/yr 1 day 0.33 0.59 Type I

a mean value
b probability of being "on" = 0.20
C Statistics based on the annual maximum
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Table 5.3 Portfolio of designed walls in hurricane-prone region

Stud Design gust wind speedWall
100 110 120 130 140 150

#of
height spacing

5 ones
(ft)

nomma
(mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph)

DF-L HF HF HF DF-L SYP
16,2x4 Stud #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

0.877 0.670 0.791 0.926 0.954 0.986

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

0.343 0.415 0.493 0.580 0.671 0.771
8

HF DF-L SYP SYP
24,2x4 #2 #2 #1 #1

0.940 0.968 0.829 0.971

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L HF HF
24,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud #2 #2

0.526 0.636 0.755 0.888 0.658 0.756

HF SYP SYP
16,2x4 #2 #2 #1 ____

0.992 0.919 0.871 .

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L HF HF1-

story 16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud #2 #2
10

0.548 0.663 0.787 0.926 0.687 0.789

24,2x4

DF-L HF HF HF DF-L SYP
24,2x6 Stud #2 #2 #2 #2 #1

0.849 0.665 0.788 0.926 0.982 0.796

SYP ___
16,2x4 #1

0.991

DF-L DF-L HF HF DF-L DF-L
16,2x6

12
011 0.981 0752 0.884 0.939 0.965

24,2 x4 ... .-

HF DFL DFL SYP
24,2x6 #2 #2 #1 #1

0837 0910 0964 0895

Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)
grade (e.g., #2)

stress ratio (e.g., 0.954)
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Table 5.3 Portfolio of designed walls in hurricane-prone region (continued)

# of Wall Stud Design gust wind speed

stories height spacing
100 110 120 130 140 150nomma

(ft) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph)

HF DF-L DF-L DF-L SYP SYP
16,2x4 #2 #2 #2 #1 #1 #1

0.889 0.744 0.860 1.0 0.834 0.950

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

0.426 0.497 0.572 0.657 0.746 0.8438

24,2x4 #1
0.985

DF-L DF-L HF HF DF-L DF-L
24,2x6 Stud Stud #2 #2 #2 #2

0.815 0.943 0.849 0.958 0.796 0.893

SYP 'ii:

16,2x4 #1

2-sto
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L HF HF

16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud #2 #210
0.613 0.723 0.849 0.996 0.789 0.891

242 x4
HF DF-L DF-L SYP SYP SYP

24,2x6 #2 #2 #2 #2 #1 #1
0.901 0.772 0.891 0.966 0.826 0.931

1 6,2x4
DF-L HF HF DF-L SYP SYP

16,2x6 Stud #2 #2 #2 #2 #1

12
24,2x4

DF-L SYP SYP -

24,2X6 #2 #2 #1 -: _____
0.891 0.999 0.885

Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)
grade (e.g., #2)
stress ratio (e.g., 0.954)
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Table 5.3 Portfolio of designed walls in hurricane-prone region (continued)

# of Wall Stud Design gust wind speed

100 110 120 130 140 150stories height spacing

(ft)
/nominal

. (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph)

DF-L SYP
16,2x4 #1 #1

0.939 0.923

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L HF HF
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud #2 #28

0.655 0.744 0.839 0.946 0.850 0.938

24,2x4
DF-L DF-L SYP SYP SYP ;..

24,2x6 #2 #2 #2 #1 #1

0.830 0.931 0.990 0.842 0.927

16,2 x4

DF-L HF HF DF-L DF-L DF-L3-story
16,2x6 Stud #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

10
0.890 0.829 0.936 0.765 0.861 0.966

24,2x4
DF-L SYP

____

III DF-L 1)/--L S}P SYP SYP

12
16,2x6 #2 #2 #2 #2 #1 #1

0.936 0.783 0.901 0.974 0.832 0.936

24,2x4
24,2x6 i :.

Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)
grade (e.g., #2)
stress ratio (e.g., 0.954)
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Table 5.4 Portfolio of designed walls in high snow region

#of Wall Stud Ground snow load

stories height
(ft)

spacing
momma! 30

psf)
40

(psf)
50

(psf)
60

(psi)
70

(psf)

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x4 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

0.716 0.716 0.716 0.716 0.717

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

8
0.279 0.279 0.279 0.279 0.284

HF HF HF HF DF-L
24,2x4 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

0.775 0.775 0.833 0.924 0.748

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
24,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

0.428 0.428 0.443 0.470 0.499

HF HF HF HF HF
16,2x4 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

0.818 0.818 0.818 0.818 0.818
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

1-story 16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

10 0.446 0.446 0.446 0.446 0.446

SYP SYP SYP SYP SYP
24,2x4 #1 #1 #1 #1 #1

0.867 0.867 0.867 0.867 0.867
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

24,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud
0.692 0.692 0.692 0.692 0.727

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x4 #1 #1 #1 #1 #1

0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

12 16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud
0.660 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.660

SYP SYP SYP SYP SYP
24,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

0.971 0.971 0.971 0.971 0.971
Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)

grade (e.g., #2)
stress ratio (e.g., 0.954).
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Table 5.4 Portfolio of designed walls in high snow region (continued)

#of Wall Stud Ground snow load

stories height
(ft)

spacing
./nominal

size

30

(psf)
40

(psf)
50

(psf)
60

(psf)
70

(psf)

HF HF HF HF DF-L
16,2x4 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

0.779 0.842 0.912 0.988 0.701

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

8
0.405 0.433 0.461 OA$9 0.517

SYP SYP
24,2x4

0866
DF-L

_P4.L_____________________
DF-L DF-L DF-L [.)F-L

24,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud
0.708 0.756 0.806 0.860 0.918

SYP SYP SYP SYP SYP
16,2x4 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

2 -story
0.916 0.916 0.916 0.916 0.916

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

10
16,2x6 Stud

0.519

Stud
0.540

Stud
0.563

Stud
0.586

Stud
0.611

24,2x4

DF-L HF
___

HF HF DF-L
24,2x6 Stud #2 #2 #2 #2

0.985 0.844 0.909 0.979 0.708

16,2x4

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

12
0.745 0.745 0.757 0.785 0.814

24,2x4

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L
24,2x6 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2

0.755 0.793 0.834 0.877 0.923

Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)
grade (e.g., #2)
stress ratio (e.g., 0.954).
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Table 5.4 Portfolio of designed walls in high snow region (continued)

#of Wall Stud Ground snow load

stories height
(ft)

spacing
momma!

size

30
(psf)

40
(psf)

50
(psf)

60
(psf)

70
(psf)

SYP SYP DF-L DF-L SYP
16,2x4 #2 #2 #1 #1 #1

0.912 0.971 0.934 0.991 0.931

DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

8
16,2x6 Stud

0.646
Stud
0.674

Stud
0.702

Stud
0.730

Stud
0.758

24,2x4
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

24,2x6 #2 #2 #2 #2 #2
0.748 0.794 0.843 0.896 0.952

16,2 x4 (J
DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L DF-L

3-story 16,2x6 Stud Stud Stud Stud Stud

10
0.772 0.806 0.841 0.878 0.917

24,2x4
DF-L SYP DF-L DF-L SYP

24,2x6 #2 #2 #1 #1 #1
0.966 0.976 0.920 0.972 0.892

16,2 x4

SYP SYP HF HF HF
16,2x6 Stud Stud #2 #2 #2

12
0.946 0.984 0.90 0.946 0.995

24,2x4
SYP SYP SYP

24,2x6 #1
0.891

#1
0.939

#1
0.991

Key: species group (e.g., DF-L)
grade (e.g., #2)
stress ratio (e.g., 0.954).
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Without considering axial loads
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a 50-year maximum wind load statistics: mean-to-nominal = 0.78, COV = 0.37.
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of load history analysis and Turkstra's Rule for maximum
moment in wall members calculated using wall member model
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of load history analysis and Turkstra's Rule for mean of
maximum bending stress in wall members
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of load history analysis and Turkstra's Rule for COV of
maximum bending stress in wall members
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6 RELIABILITY-BASED SYSTEM FACTOR ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Light-frame wall systems, as with other repetitive-member wood systems,

may be stronger than the individual members (when subject to transverse loading)

as a result of load-sharing and partial composite action. To evaluate system

performance, including the potential for beneficial system effects, a finite element

model or a simplified model such as the one described in Chapter 3 may be used.

These types of structural system analyses are often time-consuming and expensive,

and as such, may not be practical for routine design. When required, a light-frame

wall is designed on a single-member basis with the assumption that each vertical

framing member (stud) carries the load from its own tributary area. Some limited

consideration of system effects may be included through a modification of the

allowable bending stress (in the NDS) or the nominal bending strength (in LRFD)

with a repetitive-member (or load-sharing) factor. As discussed in Chapter 2, the

current adjustment factor intended to account for system effects in transversely

loaded repetitive-member floors, roofs or walls was based initially on a simplified

analysis. Although many subsequent studies have demonstrated such an increase,

they focused primarily on floors and roofs. Few studies have addressed system

behavior in walls.

There are some important differences between a wood stud wall system and

a wood joist floor system. Bending effects in walls are generally caused by wind
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loading, rather than by dead and live loads in floor systems. Light-frame walls also

may be subject to combined bending and axial loading and may have openings

(e.g., windows and doors), which can result in different system boundary

conditions from those in floor-joist systems. Furthermore, it's not clear how the

magnitude of axial loading affects system behavior. This chapter and the next

chapter examine two different approaches to evaluate system factors for the

engineered design of conventional wood-frame walls. It is intended that the system

factors be able to be incorporated into design equations in both the NDS [AF&PA,

1997] and LRFD [AF&PA, 1996] specifications. In this chapter, a reliability-based

approach is considered for evaluating system factors. Chapter 7 will examine an

alternative approach based on strength ratios.

6.2 CURRENT METHODOLOGIES TO DESIGN STUD WALL SYSTEMS

In 1996, the American Forest and Paper Association published the LRFD

Manual for Engineered Wood Construction AF&PA, 1996]. Despite the recent

introduction of LRFD for wood design, the NDS [AF&PA, 1997], which is based

on allowable stress design (ASD) principles, remains the most widely used design

standard for wood structures among design professionals [Breyer et al., 1999]. The

potential for LRFD to eventually replace the NDS, or the continued "dual-format"

approach to wood design, is uncertain at the present time. In the following sections,

the current design procedures for walls specified in the NDS and LRFD are
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described. Each member in the portfolio shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 was designed

according to NDS [AF&PA, 1997].

6.2.1 Allowable Stress Design (NDS)

Both the LRFD and NDS contain single-member design provisions. If the

NDS is used to design an exterior load-bearing wall, one needs to check the

following design equations for the wall stud:

Compression:

Bending:

(6.1)

fbFb' (6.2)

Combined bending and compression (considering uniaxial bending only):

in which

fb 1.0 (6.3)F(lfC/FCE)

= actual compression stress parallel to grain, psi

F' = allowable compression design value parallel to grain with appropriate

adjustment factors, psi

Fb' = allowable design value for bending stress with appropriate adjustment

factors, psi

I
= amplification factor which accounts for second-order effects,I f / FCE



column buckling, and lateral torsional buckling

FE = critical buckling design value for compression member.

6.2.2 LRFD

The basic design equations for wall studs using LRFD are:

Compression:

Bending:

160

)tØP' P (6.4)

%øbM>MU (6.5)

Combined bending and compression (considering uniaxial bending only):

in which

time-effects factor

0.90

'2
I ' ) M 1.0 (6.6)i)

P' adjusted compression resistance parallel to grain

= factored compressive force

q5b= 0.85

lvi' = adjusted flexural resistance

M = factored bending moment including magnification for second-order

effects.
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6.3 PROCEDURE TO EVALUATE SYSTEM FACTORS USING
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Rosowsky and Ellingwood [1991] suggested an approach in which the

system factor (ç') was selected so that reliabilities of an isolated member and a

system with repetitive members would be comparable (assuming the failure

consequences are comparable). In their method, the reliability index is plotted

versus a percent increase in nominal strength (or allowable stress). Then, entering

the plot at the single-member reliability level, one obtains the corresponding

percent increase or system factor (tl). A similar procedure is illustrated in Figure

6.1. The figure shows a relationship between percent reduction of mean stud MOR

and the corresponding system reliabilities obtained from system reliability analysis.

The inverse of system factor can be found by entering the graph at the stud

reliability level (I3). Note that this method used to calculating system factor (i.e.,

decreasing mean stud MOR) in this study is essentially the same as the approach

(i.e., increasing nominal strength or allowable stress) proposed by Rosowsky and

Ellingwood [1991].

6.4 SELECTION OF TARGET MEMBER RELIABILITY

A single member reliability level
(Pa) is needed as a target in order to

evaluate system factors using this reliability-based approach. However, the

selection of a target is not an easy task. The conventional way f3 is selected is
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through a calibration to the existing codes, and hence the implied levels of

structural safety [Meichers, 1999].

The portfolios described in Section 5.4 are regarded as a discretization of

the design space and are used for the purpose of calibration to the current code. The

space is assumed to be representative of a broad range of design situations. The

points in the space are realistic calibration points since all of the members were

designed according to the current code. Monte Carlo simulation is used to perform

reliability analyses of the calibration points. Although different limit states (e.g.,

bending, shear, buckling and compression) were accounted for in the design

process, only the beam-column flexural limit state is considered in the reliability

analysis. Load modeling and material modeling issues were described in the

previous chapters.

The reliability analysis results for the two portfolios given in Tables 5.3 and

5.4 are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. The variation of in the current design

procedures is obvious. The COV's in are 0.11 and 0.13 for hurricane-prone

regions and high snow regions, respectively. The mean reliability for the wall studs

in hurricane-prone regions is 2.93, while the mean reliability in snow regions is

2.79. Taking the average of these two values, a reliability index of 2.85 is

selected as the target for computing system factors. Note that a different value of

might be selected (e.g., 2.80 or 2.90) and this will result in different system factors

(see Figure 6.1).
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6.5 EVALUATION OF SYSTEM FACTORS

The analyses described here are based on the portfolio described in Section

5.4. All wall systems have the common properties shown in Table 6.1. Each point

in the design space comprising the portfolio is regarded as one wall system. The

procedure described in Section 6.3 is used to evaluate system factors for each wall

system.

Table 6.1 Common properties of the wall systems

System parameter
Number of studs 7
Floor/roof truss span 30 ft
Correlation of stud MOR and MOE 0.7
Piecewise correlation of stud MOR's 0
Nail spacing 12 in.
Nail stiffness 2000 lb/in
Wall member end conditions Pinned
Wall end conditions Openings (width =48 in.) on both sides
Sheathing 3/8-inch plywood

The results shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 suggest large variability in system

factors (vi), with COY's of 0.26 and 0.28 for hurricane-prone region and snow

region, respectively. The analysis assumes a system limit state definition of two-

adjacent member failures. The median system factors for these two regions are 1.47

and 1.45, respectively. Foschi and Folz (1989) selected a mean value from a wide

range of system factors (obtained from a parametric study) for floor-joist systems.

It may be more appropriate to consider a more conservative system factor,

however. For example, if it is decided to anchor these factors to 1 0tlpercentile



values, system factors of 1.16 for hurricane-prone region and 1.10 for snow region

would be specified (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3).

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate how system factors increase as wall stud

reliabilities increase. Since large variations were observed in the wall stud

reliability for both hurricane-prone and snow regions (see Figures 5.22 and 5.23),

and a single target wall member reliability was used in evaluating the system

factors, it's apparent that system factors evaluated using a reliability-based

approach are, to some degree, dependent on the inherent element reliability level.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the system factors as a function of wi/P, in which

w is nominal transverse load (in psf), P is nominal axial load (in ibs), and 1 is the

wall height (in fi). These two figures suggest that as the ratio of wi/P increases,

system factors tend to decrease and become less variable. For the hurricane-prone

region, system factors range from 1.40 to 2.80 when wi/P is less than 0.50.

However, if wi/P is greater than 0.50, system factors generally fall between 1.0 and

1.50. This suggests that lower wi/P ratios result in larger variation in system

factors. For the high snow region, a similar observation is made. Figures 6.8 and

6.9 present CDF's of the system factors for the cases in which wi/P < 0.50 and wi/P

2 0.50. For the hurricane-prone region, the median system factors for wi/P < 0.50

and wi/P 2 0.50 are 1.84 and 1.38, respectively. The l0thpercentile values of

system factors are 1.42 for wi/P < 0.50, and 1.12 for wi/P? 0.50. For the high

snow region, the median system factors for wi/P < 0.50 and wi/P 0.50 are 1.70

and 1.25, respectively, and the 10thpercentile values of system factor are 1.10 for
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both cases of wi/P < 0.50 and wi/F? 0.50. Axial loading in the wall system causes

second-order bending effects and may result in failure modes other than bending

for the wall system. If all other parameters of a wall system are kept the same and

axial loading is increased, axial loading decreases the system strengths and

reliabilities. This was also shown in the sensitivity studies described in the previous

chapters. However, if all the walls are designed according to current code (i.e.,

members designed using equations 6.1-6.3), the effect of axial loading on system

factors (for bending) could be beneficial compared to light-frame walls with no

axial loading.

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show that stress ratio (defined in Chapter 5) has a

different effect on system factors in hurricane-prone vs. high snow regions. In the

hurricane-prone region, the wall systems with lower design stress ratios have larger

system factors. This seems reasonable since a larger safety reserve is expected in

these systems compared with those having larger design stress ratios. However, in

the high snow region, the wall systems with larger design stress ratios have larger

system factors. The reason for this may be seen in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, which

suggest that axial loading has a beneficial effect on system behavior. In the high

snow region, wall member design is more likely to be controlled by compression,

i.e., the compressive stress term is dominant in the interaction equation.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show that a wall system built using 2x6 framing

members may have a larger system factor than one built using 2x4 members. This

result seems to contradict Douglas and Line (1997) and BSSC (2002) in which



system factors of 1.50 for 2x4's and 1.35 or 1.40 for 2x6's were proposed. Figure

6.12 suggests that in a hurricane-prone region, a single value of system factor

applicable to both 2x4 and 2x6 members could be used. However, Figure 6.13

suggests that in a high snow region, the system factor for 2x6's can be larger than

for 2x4's.

6.6 FURTHER DISCUSSION

It is important to point out that the system factors developed in the previous

section apply only to those systems with properties described in Table 6.1. In the

previous chapter, it was shown that the wall system reliabilities are very sensitive

to the number of studs, wall boundary conditions, and so forth. System factors

might therefore also be expected to change as these wall parameters vary. For

example, the wall boundary case considered in the previous section was a wall with

an opening on both sides. This is the worst case scenario of the four wall boundary

cases discussed in the previous chapter (see Figure 5.8). The other three wall

boundary cases (see Section 4.4.8 for their definitions) are expected to result in

larger system factors. This is shown in Figure 6.15. To investigate the effect of

system size (number of studs) and wall boundary conditions on system factors, an 8

ft. high lower-story wall in a two-story structure is considered. The structure is

assumed to be located in a hurricane-prone region (3-second gust design wind

speed = 130 mph) and the wall is built using 2x4 DF-L No.2 framing members. All

other wall properties are the same as those listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.15 shows the effect of wall boundary conditions on system factors.

The figure suggests that a system factor of 1.35 could be appropriate for walls

having Case 1 (no openings) and Case 3 (opening on one side) boundary

conditions, higher than the factor for Case 2 walls (i.e., with openings on both

sides). The system factor for the Case 4 wall (artificial wall with no opening, but

with a single stud at the wall end) is between these cases. Figure 6.14 shows the

relationship between system factor and number of members for two different wall

boundary conditions. This figure suggests that a wall with Case 2 boundary

condition and seven studs has a system factor of 1.20, but that the same wall with

eighteen studs could have no system benefits (i.e., system factor = 1.0). However,

in light-frame construction, walls generally are not continuous over long distance,

as they often are interrupted by perpendicular walls, openings for windows and

doors, and so forth. As a result, wall segments (as shown in Figure 3.9) generally

do not have as many members as a (large) floor, for example. Assuming a typical

light-frame wall system has between seven and ten studs results in system factors

between 1.12 and 1.20 for Case 2, andbetween 1.20 and 1.35 for Case 3 or Case 1.

(Notice that Case 1 and Case 3 give similar system factors, as shown in Figure

6.15.) These results imply that the current repetitive member factor of 1.15

specified in the NDS may be reasonable for a wall system located in a hurricane-

prone region with openings on both sides, and somewhat conservative for wall

systems (in hurricane-prone regions) with other boundary conditions. For stud wall

systems in high snow regions, it has been shown that system factors are lower than
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those for hurricane-prone regions. However, more loads are involved in the critical

load combination in a high snow region. Since Turkstra's Rule becomes more

conservative as more loads are included, this could result in a more conservative

estimate of system reliability (and thus system factor) in a high snow region. For

this reason, and since it's been shown that lower ratios of transverse to axial

loading may give larger system factors, it is suggested that system factors be

conservatively determined based on analyses of walls in hurricane-prone regions.

Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the effect of selecting a system factor of 1.30 on

the reliability of the individual bare wall member. The effects of selecting a system

factor between 1.15 and 1.30 can be interpolated from these figures. Figures 6.16

and 6.17 show that increasing the system factor (repetitive-member factor) from

current 1.15 to 1.30 has little effect on stud reliability CDF above the 50th_

percentile value, but has a significant effect below the 50thpercentile value. Thus,

care must be taken when choosing to increase current system factors since this may

significantly affect the safety of wall systems with relatively low reliabilities, i.e.,

those at (or near) code-specified limits.
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region)
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Figure 6.13 CDF of reliability-based system factors for different stud sizes (high
snow region)
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7 SYSTEM FACTORS USING A STRENGTH-RATIO APPROACH

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The repetitive member factor specified in the NDS [AF&PA, 1997] for

members in flexure was intended to account for load distribution (or load-sharing)

and redistribution between framing members and partial composite action between

the framing member and the covering materials. This study has shown the system

strength of a stud wall may be affected by a wide range of system parameters. A

single system factor may not be adequate to take into account the range of system

parameters and to address different system configurations. This chapter develops a

new approach (termed a partial system factor approach) in which system effects are

treated separately. The partial system factors are derived using a strength ratio

approach. The LRFD specification for wood [AF&PA, 1996] has adopted multiple

system factors for different materials. The introduction of these factors indicates

that code committees have recognized the need for multiple system factors in order

to account for system effects in different materials and is willing to accept a multi-

level approach to assigning repetitive-member system factors. It is therefore

reasonable and timely to introduce a new framework of system factors for use in

codified design (i.e., single-member checking equations).



7.2 STRENGTH-RATIO APPROACH

The allowable stresses in the NDS or nominal strengths in LRFD are based

on 5% exclusion limits adjusted for end-use conditions [ASTM, l999b and 1999c}.

The allowable properties for wood design are also based on normal loading and the

assumption that design loads are realistic and that each member carries its own

load. However, load-sharing and partial composite action both are present in a

repetitive-member system. To account for these system effects, the allowable

stresses may be based on 5thpercentile values of system capacity, rather than

individual member strengths. Using this concept, a system factor can be defined as

the ratio of the 5% exclusion value of the system strength distribution to the

strength of a system whose components have properties equal to their five-percent

exclusion value. For a given wall system and axial loading conditions, for example,

numerical simulation can be used to obtain the CDF of the ultimate wall system

strength in terms of uniform transverse load. Thus, a system factor can be

determined as:

WSYS5%
'itsys = (7.1)

WStUd ,5%

in which Wsys,5% and Wsd,s% are the 5thpercentile values of the wall strength

distribution and bare stud strength distribution, in terms of transverse load. This

concept has been used by some researchers to calculate system factors. For

instance, Mtenga et al. [1995] adopted this definition in truss roof systems and

Polensek [1976] applied a similar approach to stud wall systems.
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A single system factor may not be adequate to account in design for the

complex behavior ofa wood repetitive-member system. Rather, the use of multiple

system factors may better account for the wide range of system configurations,

different materials, and different load combinations. One approach would be to

rewrite equation (7.1) as:

WSYSS%
x WfirsI_failare,5% 5% x (7.2)

=
Wflrst_failure,5% "weakest Tbeam,5% WT_.beam5% WS,UdS%

Equation 7.2 is essentially the same as Equation 7.1, but provides the advantage

and flexibility of treating the system effects separately. Equation 7.2 can be

generalized as follows:

in which

i/f = KPYKLSKNMEMKPCA (7.3)

Wy %= (7.4)
Wfirst_ failure 5%

Wfirst_failure,5%
(7.5)KLS

Wweakest Tbeam, 5%

Wweakes( Tbeam,5%
KNUM = (7.6)

WT_beam 5%

WT_beam5%
KPCA

WStUd 5%
(7.7)

In Equation (7.3), ii is the overall system factor and K1 are the partial system

factors. Specifically, Kpy accounts for post-yield behavior and is equal to the ratio
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of 5th..percentiles of ultimate system strength and system strength defined by first-

member failure; KLS accounts for load-sharing (load distribution) and is equal to the

ratio of 5thpercentiIes of system strength defined by first-member failure and

system strength defined by weakest member strength; KNMEM accounts for system

size (number of members) and is equal to the ratio of 5thpercentiles of system

strength defined by weakest member strength and individual wall member strength

(e.g., T-beam with partially composite action considered); KPCA accounts for

partially composite action between the bare member and sheathing and is equal to

the ratio of 5thpercentiles ofT-beam strength and bare member strength.

The system factor as defined in Equation 7.3 provides flexibility to account

for different system effects and serves different interests (e.g., by considering

different levels of structural performance). In this study, the ultimate system

strength is always equal to the system strength defined by two-adjacent member

failures. However, if local damage is of concern or for any other reason the more

conservative system failure definition of first-member failure is of interest, then the

system redundancy factor can be set equal to unity.

The separate (partial) system factors are discussed in more detail in the

following sections.

7.2.1 Partial composite action (PCA) factor

The PCA factor (KPCA) is defined as the ratio of 5th percentiles of T-beam

strength and bare member strength. To obtain 5thpercentiles, the CDF's of T-beam



strength and bare member strength must be known. Thus, a probabilistic analysis of

member strength is required to determine KPCA. As an alternative, a deterministic

approach could be taken when determining a system factor to account only for

partially composite action (PCA). Such a factor accounts only for an increase in the

member strength due to partial composite action between the stud and the wall

sheathing. This is the approach used here.

The method described in Section 3.2.3 can be used to compute the effective

stiffness of the partial composite member. Since the location of the neutral axis is

changed by the addition of the sheathing, the strength increase is not the same as

the increase in stiffness. The PCA factor is defined here to account for the decrease

in the maximum stress in the member due to partial composite action. Thus, the

PCA factor is the ratio of the maximum stress in the bare member to the maximum

stress in the partial composite section.

Considering a T-beam, the resisting moment (Al) is the sum of the

individual layer bending moments and the shear forces between the two layers

(sheathing and member) multiplied by the internal moment arm:

M=M+M+Qh (7.8)

If each layer is assumed to have the same curvature, one obtains

M =--M
(7.9)

El
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M ='--M (7.10)
El

in which M and M5 are the resisting moments arising from the sheathing and

member, Q is the shear force between the member and sheathing, and EI, El5, El

and are the stiffness of sheathing, stud, and partial composite member, respectively.

The shear force Q can be obtained from the above three equations as:

Q-1
EI+EI5'--

El )
(7.11)

The maximum bending stress, o, which occurs at the bottom of the stud and can be

written as:

a _.2--+-L(h5/2) (7.12)
A5 I

where A and Is are the cross-sectional area and moment of inertia of the bare stud,

respectively; h5 is the depth of the stud; and Q and M5 have been defined

previously.

If there is no composite action, the maximum stress in the bare stud (o) can

be written as:

M Mh
(7.13)

L)5 1 .

in which M, h5, I have been previously defined, and S. is the section modulus of the

bare stud.

The PCA factor (KpCA) can be calculated as:
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0i Ko (7.14)

Substituting Equations (7.12) and (7.13) into Equation (7.14), the PCA factor

(KPCA) can be expressed as:

KPCA
6(EI)h

= (7.15)
6(E15)h + h[EI (EI + EI)]

7.2.2 Size effect factor

It has been shown that as the number of members in a repetitive-member

system increases, system strengths and system reliabilities decrease. The size effect

factor is defined as the ratio of 5thpercentiles of the system strength defined by the

weakest link (i.e., the strength of the weakest member) and the wall member

strength (T-beam with partially composite action considered).

7.2.3 Load-sharing factor

The member which fails first in a repetitive-member wood system may not

be the weakest (e.g., lowest strength) member due to the fact that the weaker

member likely will be less stiff and thus attract less load. The load-sharing factor is

intended to account for this load distribution effect before any member fails in the

system. In Chapter 4, it was shown that there is only a marginal difference between

the system strength defined by weakest member and the system strength defined by

first-member failure. This increase due to load-sharing could, however, be as large
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as 12% for a five-member system (e.g.) if a rigid deck is used to distribute the load

[Zahn, 1970].

7.2.4 Post-yield behavior factor

The post-yield behavior factor is to account for the system reserve strength

beyond first-member failure and may also be viewed as a redundancy factor.

Classically, the degree of redundancy in a structural system is the number of

reactions that cannot be determined from the conditions of equilibrium. This

definition contains no actual measure of the redundant system strength. An

alternative definition was suggested by Ang and Tang [1984] in which the

reliability of a multi-member system is functionally determined by the redundancy

of the system. Various definitions of redundancy are used in structural engineering.

Frangopol et al. [1989] provides a review of a number of those definitions. For

instance, one definition of system redundancy (r) is given by:

r= Psystem / J3first failure (7.16)

in which I3system is the reliability index of the system with respect to a given system

limit state and I3first failure is the reliability index of the system defined by first-

member failure. In earthquake engineering, redundancy may be defined differently

according to which approach is selected to analyze the structure [Bertero et al.,

1999]. If a pseudo-static approach is used, the earthquake redundancy degree n of a

structural system is the number of critical regions (usually called plastic hinges) of

the structural system that must yield or fail to produce the impending collapse of
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the structure under the action of monotonically increasing lateral deformations. In

comparison, if a dynamic approach is used to analyze the structure, the earthquake

redundancy degree n of a structural system is the minimum number of critical

regions or plastic hinges of the structural system that yield or fail simultaneously

for the structure to collapse.

In this study, the redundancy factor is defined as the ratio of the ultimate

system strength to the system strength defined by first-member failure. This

definition offers the advantages over those discussed previously of being more

intuitive, and more easily incorporated in a design code.

7.3 SENSITIVITY STUDIES

In this section, results from a series of sensitivity studies are presented. The

purpose of these sensitivity studies is to investigate the effect of different wall

system parameters on the partial system factors. The baseline wall described in

Chapter 4 (Section 4.4) is used in the comparisons. All discussions in the following

sections therefore pertain to this baseline (reference) wall.

7.3.1 Effect of system size (number of members)

In Chapter 4, it was shown that wall system strength decreases as the

number of members in the system increases. Similarly, Figure 7.1 shows that the

overall system factor, i.e., the product of partial system factors, decreases from 1.33

for a 4-member system to 0.87 for a 22-member system. Coincidentally, the system
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factor for the 7-member baseline wall (i.e., the reference case) is 1.15, which is the

same as the value specified in the NDS (1997). For a waIl with ten or more

members, the overall system factor could be less than or equal to 1.0, i.e., no

beneficial system effects. Figure 7.1 suggests that the system size contributes

significantly to the overall system factor. Although the redundancy factor and the

load-sharing factor increase as the number of members in the system increases,

their increase still is, in effect, cancelled out by the detrimental effect of system

size.

7.3.2 Effect of COV in stud MOR

The overall system factor increases from approximately 1.0 to 1.25 as the

COV in stud MOR increases from zero to 0.5. The COV in stud MOR has little

effect on the load-sharing factor, suggesting the COV in MOR does not

significantly affect load distribution. The redundancy factor increases significantly

as the COV in MOR increases. The size factor decreases as the COV in MOR

increases. This can be explained using Equation 4.6 in Chapter 4. The ratio

between system strength and member strength is affected not only by N (number of

members), but also by the shape parameter k, which is dependent on the COV in

stud MOR.
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7.3.3 Effect of COV in stud MOE

The COY in stud MOE has little or no effect on the overall system factor.

The load-sharing factor increases from 0.97 to 1.31 as the COY in stud MOE

increases from zero to 0.5. This confirms that variation in stud stiffness has a

significant effect on load-distribution or load-sharing before any member fails.

However, increasing the COV in stud MOE decreases the redundancy factor. The

size factor and PCA factor are not affected by the COV in stud MOE.

7.3.4 Effect of member property (MOR, MOE) correlation

Figure 7.4 shows that the overall system factor is not significantly affected

by degree of correlation between stud MOE and MOR. Among the partial system

factors, the load-sharing factor increases from 0.97 to 1.14, the redundancy factor

decreases from 1.83 to 1.60, and the size and PCA factors are unchanged.

7.3.5 Effect of correlation of stud MOR's

Figure 7.5 suggests that as the piecewise correlation of stud MOR's (pRR)

increases from zero to 1.0, the overall system factor decreases until PR-R = 0.70, at

which point the overall system factor obtains its minimum (0.89), and after which

the total system factor increases. The overall system factor is equal to about 1.0

when PR-R = 1.0. The load-sharing factor decreases slightly as PR-R increases while

the redundancy factor decreases significantly as PR-R increases. When PR-R = 0, the

redundancy factor equals 1.70, and when PR-R = 1.0, the factor is approximately
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equal to 1.0, implying there is no system redundancy. The size factor increases

from 0.60 to about 1.0 as PR-R increases from zero to 1.0.

7.3.6 Effect of member post-yield behavior

Member post-yield behavior (see Section 3.3.1) is characterized by the

unloading ratio of transverse loading. Figure 7.6 shows that the redundancy factor

decreases significantly as the unloading ratio increases. All other partial system

factors are insensitive to the unloading ratio. When the ratio is zero, i.e., there is no

unloading after one stud reaches its MOR, the system has the greatest redundancy

and the redundancy factor is the largest (1.68). When the unloading ratio equals

1.0, which means that all of the transverse loading is shed to the adjacent studs after

one stud reaches its MOR, the redundancy factor is 1.10 suggesting the system has

little reserve strength beyond first-member failure. Since only the redundancy

factor is affected by unloading ratio, the overall system factor decreases similar to

the redundancy factor as the unloading ratio increases.

7.3.7 Effect of nail stiffness and spacing

Increasing the slip modulus (equivalent to increasing the nail stiffness or

decreasing the nail spacing) strengthens the connection between the stud and

sheathing. This is clearly shown in Figures 7.7-7.9. The PCA factor increases with

increasing nail stiffness, and decreases with increasing nail spacing. The PCA

factor alone accounts for the effect of partial composite action between stud and
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sheathing, since the other partial system factors are not significantly affected by

nail stiffness and nail spacing. Figure 7.7 shows that the PCA factor and the overall

system factor tend to be stable and approach their respective maxima at values of

nail stiffness above about 1000 kips/in. Figure 7.8 also shows the effect on partial

system factors and their product as nail stiffness changes specifically from zero to

10 kips/in. The region from zero to 10 kips/in is the most likely range of stiffness

for nail joints.

7.3.8 Effect of wall member end conditions

Chapter 4 showed that as the coefficient of stud end rotational restraint

increases, both the wall member and system strengths increase initially, and then

decrease after some point. Figure 7.10 shows that the partial system factors and

overall system factor are not affected significantly by wall end conditions over the

typical range of values for conventional wall construction. However, beyond some

point (e.g., wall member end rotational restraint = iO4 ib-in/rad), the redundancy

factor and overall system factor decrease with increase in wall member end

rotational restraint. The overall system factor and redundancy factor tend to

stabilize when wall member end rotational restraint is greater than 106 ib-in/rad.

Note here that stud strength is calculated on the basis of the stud with end rotational

restraint.



7.3.9 Effect of wall openings

Figure 7.11 shows that a wall segment with openings on both sides (Case 2)

has a slightly lower overall system factor and load-sharing factor than the other

three wall boundary cases. Although the redundancy factor for Case 2 is slightly

larger than for the other cases, the load-sharing factor for Case 2 is much lower.

This could be due to the conservative assumptions in the system model used in this

study. The system model assumes: (1) a double stud at each end with an opening,

(2) no partial composite action between the end studs and sheathing, and (3) the

double studs take both the transverse load and axial load from half the tributary

area of the opening. In other words, the cripple studs above and below the opening

do not transfer any transverse load or axial loading to the floors or foundation. The

load-sharing factor and the overall system factor for Case 2 walls are significantly

lower than those for the other wall boundary conditions (i.e., Case 1, Case 3 and

Case 4).

7.3.10 Effect of axial loading

Figure 7.12 shows that axial loading has little effect on any partial system

factor except the redundancy factor, which decreases significantly when axial

loading is added. In Figure 7.12, joist span or truss span defines the tributary area

of nominal axial loading for each stud, which therefore also specifies the nominal

axial loading on each stud. Still, for most practical purposes, when any pratical
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amount of axial load is present, the partial system factors and the overall system

factor are relatively insensitive to magnitude of axial loading.

7.3.11 Effect of sheathing thickness and MOE

Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the effects of sheathing MOE (in the direction

along the stud) and sheathing thickness on partial system factors and the overall

system factor. Sheathing MOE has no effect on partial system factors. Increasing

the sheathing thickness serves to increase sheathing stiffness in the direction across

the studs. Thus, the analog beam is made stronger and the load-sharing factor

increases. The redundancy factor decreases initially but is relatively stable over the

range of typical sheathing thickness (i.e., 1/2 in I in). Largely as a result of the

increase in load-sharing factor with sheathing thickness, the product of the partial

system factors increases as the sheathing thickness increases.

7.3.12 Effect of wall height

Figure 7.15 shows that as the wall height increases, both the PCA factor and

the load-sharing factor increase and the redundancy factor decreases significantly.

However, the overall system factor is relatively insensitive to changes in wall

height.



SYSTEM FACTORS FOR LIGHT-FRAME WALLS

The portfolio of wall systems considered previously in Sections 5.4 and 6.5

for evaluating partial system factors using the strength-ratio

approach. Two types of wall boundary conditions are considered: Case 2 (wall with

48 inch wide openings on both sides of the wall) and Case 3 (wall with a 48 inch

wide opening on one side of the wall). All other wall properties are shown in Table

factors and the overall system factor are plotted in Figures 7.16

figures illustrate the variability in the partial system factors. Bearing in mind that

advancing partial system factors aims to account for different system effects, the

following procedure may be suggested to evaluate partial system factors

select some lower percentile value of the product of partial system factors (i.e.,

target percentile) from the CDF of the overall system factor (Figure 7.16).

Next, choose individual partial system factors (KNMEM, KPCA, KLS and Kpy) equal to

their median (e.g.) values from their CDF's (Figures 7.17 7.20). The product of

mean partial system factors is not necessarily equal to the target overall system

factor (çií) selected in the first step. To equate these two values, a calibration

factor (KCAL) is introduced. Given KNMEM, KPCA, KLS, and the target overall

system factor, KCAL may be derived as:
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KCAL = (7.17)
KPYKLSKNMEM KPCA

For example, if it is decided that the overall system factor target should be the 10th

percentile value in the CDF's shown in Figure 7.16, the overall system factors for

the Case 2 walls and Case 3 walls are 1.03 and 1.10, respectively. Based on the

procedure described above, the partial system factors shown in Table 7.1 could be

suggested. Note that nearly the same values ofKCAL were obtained for the two wall

boundary cases, however it is unlikely this is more than a coincidence.

The partial system factors discussed here all were calculated based on the

two-adjacent member failure system limit state definition. If first-member failure is

used to define system failure, then is set equal to unity. Figures 7.21 and 7.22

show that Kpy has greater variation than the other partial system factors and

therefore has a more significant effect on the variability of the overall system factor

than the other partial system factors.

Zahn [1970] has shown the value ofKLS reaches its maximum of 1.12 under

the assumption that the sheathing used to distribute transverse load is perfectly

rigid. Figure 7.18 shows that Case 2 walls have much lower (and less variable) KLS

factors than Case 3 walls. Besides sheathing stiffness, wall boundary conditions

also may have a significant effect on KLS.

In Section 1.3, it was shown that the size factor (KNMEM) is dependent on the

number of members in the system and the COV in stud MOR. If consideration is

limited to a certain range of COV in stud MOR (i.e., the same portfolio of walls are



analyzed), then the CDF of the size factor (KNMEM) is simply shifted when the

number of members is changed. In other words, the median (e.g.) size factor

(KNMEM) could measure the shift in the CDF of KNMEM as the number of members

varies. Thus, it is suggested that the size factor (KNMEM) be set equal to its median

value.

The system factors derived above are limited to wall systems with seven

members and having the properties listed in Table 6.1. Figure 7.1 shows that the

overall system factors is dependent on system size (number of members). However,

system size is not considered as a variable in this study; only a representative 7-

member system is considered. If there are fewer than seven members in the wall

system, the overall system factor and partial system factors developed here would

be conservative. Figure 7.1 suggests there is actually a detrimental system effects

for walls having ten or more members. Thus, an overall system factor greater than

1.0 might be able to be justified for wall systems up to 10 members, but a factor of

0.90 (e.g.) should be used for walls having more than 10 members. The overall

system factor for walls with a number between seven and ten could be obtained by

linear interpolation. Seven or 10 members might be a reasonable system size for

light-frame analysis. A number of studies of light-frame wall systems have focused

on 7-member [Polensek, 1975b, 1976a, 1976c] or 10-member wall systems

{Gromala, 1983; Gromala and Polensek, 1983].

The variation in the PCA factor (KPCA) seen in Figure 7.20 is largely due to

variations in the wall system configurations, the COy in stud MOE, and the stud
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dimensions. If these system parameters are kept the same, the magnitude of the

PCA factor (KpCA) could be determined solely by the nail stiffness and nail spacing.

Figure 7.8 suggests that only the PCA factor is affected by changes in nail stiffness.

Thus, the effect of changing nail stiffness can be measured solely by the PCA

factor (KPCA). In this study, the nail stiffness was taken as a secant value equal to

2000 lb/in. If a different value of nail stiffness is used, the effective stiffness (El) of

the partial composite wall member can be obtained using Equation 3.15 and the

PCA factor can be conveniently calculated using Equation 7.15.

7.5 SYSTEM FACTORS FOR FLOOR-JOIST SYSTEMS

In this section, the partial system factor concept (based on the strength-ratio

approach) is applied to repetitive-joist floor systems. These are the most widely

considered systems in reliability analyses of wood assemblies (see Section 1.1) and

often serve as the baseline assemblies when developing system factors. The

analyses are based on the portfolio (matrix) of floors in Table 7.2. Three species

(Douglas-Fir Larch, Southern Yellow Pine, and Hem Fir) and three grades (SS, #1,

and #2) are considered. Floor joists are assumed to be 2x8, 2x10, or 2x12 in size

with a spacing of 16 inches or 24 inches on center. Different combinations of joist

species, grade, size and spacing result in 54 floors in the design portfolio. The

maximum spans for these floors, shown in Table 7.2, are determined based on the

strength criteria in the NDS [AF&PA, 1997].
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The other common properties of the floor systems for this analysis are

shown in Table 7.3. Statistics for joist MOE and MOR are obtained from the In-

Grade Test Program [Green and Evans, 1987] and are shown in Table 7.4.

Figures 7.23 to 7.27 present the CDF's of all partial system factors and the

overall system factor based on the portfolio considered. If the 10thpercentile value

is selected as the target overall system factor, the partial system factors can be

obtained using the methodology described in Section 1.4, and these values are

shown in Table 7.5. The partial system factors for floors are seen to be very close

to those for the Case 3 boundary condition walls. Although a light-frame wall

system is typically built using smaller size members and may be subject to

combined axial and transverse loads, the overall system factors and partial system

factor for walls are comparable to those for floors.

Studies in this section and the previous section have shown that the

procedure to determine partial system factors can be used for both wall and floor

systems. It is likely that the procedure also can be extended to repetitive-member

roof systems.
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Table 7.1 Partial system factors for 7-member walls with Case 2 and Case 3
boundary conditions

Overall system
KPCA KNMEM KLS KCALfact r

Case 2 1.03 1.06 0.61 0.92 1.81 0.96
Case 3 1.10 1.06 0.61 1.04 1.72 0.95

Table 7.2 Maximum floor joist spans (inches) for common lumber species and
grades

Size (nominal) 2x8 2x10 2x12
Spacing (in.) 16 24 16 24 16 24

SS 289.6 193.1 420.2 280.2 576.1 384.1
SYP #1 188.9 125.9 266.5 177.7 379.0 252.7

#2 151.1 100.7 215.2 143.5 295.6 197.1
SS 226.7 151.1 338.2 225.5 454.8 303.2

DF-L #1 151.1 100.7 225.5 150.3 303.2 202.1
#2 136.0 90.7 202.9 135.3 272.9 181.9
SS 211.6 141.0 315.7 210.5 424.5 283.0

HF #1 147.3 98.2 219.9 146.6 295.6 197.1
#2 128.4 85.6 191.7 127.8 257.7 171.8

Table 7.3 Common properties of the floors considered

System parameter Value for baseline floor
Number of joists 7
Correlation of stud MOR and MOE 0.7
Piecewise correlation of stud MOR's 0
Nail spacing 12 inches
Nail stiffness 2000 lb/in
Sheathing 15/32-inch plywood



Table 7.4 Flexural strength and stiffness statistics for joists

Species Size Grade Mean MOE
MOE Mean MOR

MOR(psi) (psi)
SS 1.823 0.207 7997 0.275

2x8 No.1 1.534 0.205 5919 0.348
No.2 1.549 0.252 6043 0.390

SS 1.834 0.201 7454 0.268
DF-L 2x10 No.1 1.563 0.192 5582 0.347

No.2 1.518 0.246 5322 0.426
SS 1.834 0.201 7070 0.268

2x12 No.1 1.563 0.192 5295 0.347
No.2 1.518 0.246 5048 0.426

SS 1.886 0.197 8573 0.235
2x8 No.1 1.539 0.212 6118 0.338

No.2 1.596 0.278 6306 0.386
SS 1.771 0.171 7422 0.171

SYP 2x10 No.1 1.557 0.185 6054 0.272
No.2 1.491 0.254 5916 0.314

SS 1.771 0.171 7040 0.171
2x12 No.1 1.557 0.185 5742 0.272

No.2 1.491 0.254 5611 0.314
SS 1.542 0.189 6958 0.254

2x8 No.1 1.323 0.208 5047 0.365
No.2 1.336 0.237 5353 0.382

SS 1.514 0.177 6012 0.247
H-F 2x10 No.1 1.343 0.219 4817 0.330

No.2 1.312 0.226 4559 0.382
SS 1.514 0.177 5702 0.247

2x12 No.1 1.343 0.219 4569 0.330
No.2 1.312 0.226 4324 0.382

Table 7.5 Partial system factors for 7-member floors

Overall system factor KPCA KNMEM KLS KCAL
1.13 1.07 0.63 1.04 1.70 0.95
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Compared to other structural materials, wood exhibits much greater

variability in its material properties. Coupled with the correlation known to exist in

wood between strength and stiffness, this results in the potential for beneficial load-

sharing and system behavior within repetitive-member wood structural assemblies.

Light-frame wood structures include repetitive-member floors, wall, and roof

systems. As these systems generally consist of sheathing attached to parallel

framing members, composite action also exists and contributes to the system

behavior. This study investigated load-sharing and system effects in light-frame

walls subject to combined axial and transverse loads.

An analytical model was developed to account for partial composite action,

load-sharing, two-way action and openings in the wall system. This model was

based on the McCutcheon beam-spring analog model, which has been used most

often in the analysis of floor systems. The McCutcheon model was expanded to

include axial load (including secondary moment effects) as well as the effects of

wall openings. The model consisted of two main components: a member model and

a system model. The member model was a beam-column model which took into

account partial composite action between the stud and the sheathing. Rotational

springs at each end modeled the end restraints of the beam-column. The system

model was a beam-spring analog model, with axial spring coefficients obtained

from the member model of the studlsheathing components. The sheathing, which
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distributed transverse load and redistributed load following member failure, is

modeled by the beam in the system model. To account for wall openings, a

"segmental wall analysis" was used in developing the analytical model. The model

was validated using experimental test results from studies by other researchers.

The analytical model was then incorporated into a Monte Carlo simulation

to evaluate strength and reliability of the light-frame wall system. Sensitivity

studies were performed to investigate how system parameters affected wall system

strength and reliability. In the reliability analysis, the load combination issue was

considered separately since the structural model was relatively complex and

including a time-history analysis within the time-dependent simulation was not

computationally practical. The reliability of light-frame wall systems was then

evaluated using a portfolio of representative light-frame systems designed

according to current code provisions.

The final step of this research was to evaluate repetitive-member system

factors for use in codified design. Two approaches, a reliability-based approach and

a strength-ratio approach, were considered for the development of system factors

that could rationally account for load-sharing, partial composite action and other

system effects. The reliability-based approach sought parity between the reliability

of the wall system and the reliability of the individual wall member (bare stud). In

addition to the variability of material properties, the reliability-based approach was

able to take into account stochastic nature of the loads. The strength-ratio approach,

on the other hand, was based only on the strength (transverse load capacity) of the
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axially loaded wall system. Using the strength-ratio approach, a new framework for

system factors (i.e., partial system factors) was suggested in which the effects of

partial composite action, load-sharing, load redistribution and system size (number

of members) were treated separately.

8.1 CONCLUSIONS

The following specific conclusions were drawn from the results of this

research:

1. The analytical model can predict reasonably well the response of light-

frame wall systems subject to combined axial and transverse loads, as well

as floor-joist systems subject to transverse load only. The model accounts

for partial composite action between the framing member and the sheathing,

load-sharing, and different wall boundary conditions.

2. The nonlinear behavior of the nail joints can be accounted for using an

equivalent reduced linear stiffness (e.g., secant stiffness), thereby reducing

the nonlinear analysis to a simpler linear analysis. This is particularly useful

for computational efficiency purposes, such as incorporating a complex

system model into a time-dependent Monte Carlo simulation analysis.

3. The strength of a wall system (in terms of transverse load capacity) is most

significantly influenced by system limit state definition, system size (when

the number of members is less than 15), COy in stud MOR, post-yield

behavior of the partial composite wall members, wall boundary conditions,
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and magnitude of axial loading. The contributions of sheathing properties,

COy in stud MOE, correlation between stud MOE and MOR, and wall

member end conditions are much less significant. System reserve strength

(i.e., system strength beyond first-member failure) is most influenced by

COy in stud MOR and post-yield behavior of the partial composite wall

members.

4. The results of the sensitivity studies confirm that the system parameters

most affecting system strength (see Point 3 above) also have the greatest

effect on system reliability.

5. A portfolio approach can be used to consider a range of system

configurations and parameter combinations when a generalized (or

normalized) limit state function is not tractable. This approach is

particularly useful when a limited range (discrete number) of design

variables exists. Such is the case in light-frame construction. The portfolio

of structural assemblies, such as the portfolio of wall systems considered in

this research, can be constructed to be representative of the design space.

The portfolio can then be used to calibrate current code provisions and

evaluate wall system reliabilities and system factors. As such, this may be a

useful alternative approach to a reliability analysis using a generalized limit

state function.

6. In hurricane-prone and high snow regions of the U.S., the mean reliability

index (3) of a portfolio of bare wall members (designed according to current
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code provisions) is about 2.93 and 2.79, respectively. Mean system

reliabilities (7-members, with 48 inch wide openings on both sides of the

wall) considering first-member failure are about 2.50 and 2.42 for the

hurricane-prone and high snow regions, respectively. Thus, the assumption

of first-member failure as the system limit state results in system factors

less than 1.0. If the system limit state is defined by two adjacent member

failures, mean system reliabilities are greater than 3.50 for both hurricane-

prone and high snow regions, resulting in system factors greater than 1.0.

7. When considering flexural strength (including both first-order and second-

order bending) of a wall system, only one load combination must be

considered (based on Turkstra' s Rule); namely, the maximum transverse

wind load during the reference period combined with arbitrary point-in-time

values for each of the axial loads

8. From the analysis of reliability-based system factors using the portfolio of

walls having the common properties shown in Table 6.1, large variability in

system factors was found, with COY's of 0.26 and 0.28 for hurricane-prone

and high snow regions, respectively. The median system factors for these

two regions were 1.47 and 1.45, respectively. The 10thpercentile values

were 1.16 for hurricane-prone regions and 1.10 for high snow regions. The

results imply that the current repetitive-member factor of 1.15 specified in

the NDS may be reasonable for a wall system located in hurricane-prone

region and having openings on both sides, but somewhat conservative for
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wall systems in hurricane-prone region with other boundary conditions. For

a wall system in high snow regions, it was shown that system factors were

lower than those for walls in hurricane-prone regions. However, more loads

are involved in the critical load combinations in high snow regions. Since

Turkstra's Rule becomes more conservative as more loads are included in

the combination, this could result in a more conservative estimate of system

reliability (and thus system factor) in a high snow region. For this reason,

and since it's been shown that lower ratios of transverse load to axial

loading may give rise to larger system factors, it is suggested that system

factors for walls be determined based on analysis of walls in hurricane-

prone regions.

9. Care must be taken when considering whether or not to increase current

system factors used for modifying existing design provisions (e.g., the

flexural term in beam-column design equations) for wall members in wood-

frame systems, since this may significantly affect the implied safety

(reliability) of walls, especially those at or near code-specified limits.

10. Partial system factors can be recommended for the purpose of separating

different system effects. The PCA factor (KPCA) is most influenced by nail

stiffness and nail spacing. The system size factor (KNMEM) is most

influenced by the number of members in a wall system, COV in stud MOR,

and piecewise correlation of stud MOR's. The load-sharing factor (KLS) is

most influenced by number of members in the wall system, COV in stud
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MOE, correlation between stud MOR and MOE, wall boundary conditions

and sheathing thickness. The post-yield behavior factor (Kpy) is most

influenced by COV in stud MOR, piecewise correlation of stud MOR's, and

post-yield behavior of partial composite wall members. Using the strength-

ratio approach, the 1 0th1percentile values of the overall system factors

(product of the partial system factors) for the Case 2 walls and Case 3 walls

are 1.03 and 1.10, respectively. The partial system factors shown in Table

7.1 can be suggested for 7-member walls under the assumptions defined in

this study. An overall system factor greater than 1.0 might be able to

justified for system with up to 7 members, but a factor less than 1.0 might

be warranted for walls having more than 10 members.

11. The partial system factor approach has the potential to be applied to other

repetitive-member assemblies such as floor and roof systems.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In the course of this study, the following topics have been identified as

having potential for future work:

1. A finite element model, which could predict response of light-frame walls

more accurately, could be used in a simulation-based system reliability

analysis if a more efficient technique (e.g., response surface method) is

incorporated into the simulation procedure.
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2. Post-yield behavior of partial composite wall members has a significant

effect on system strength. The behavior could be better quantified through a

combination of experimental testing and numerical analysis of partial

composite wall members under combined transverse and axial loading.

3. The reliability-based approach assumes that the target reliabilities for the

individual bare wall member and the wall system should be equal.

However, this may not be appropriate since failure of a system and failure

of one of its members may have different consequences. Instead, a desired

level of redundancy in the system may be able to be specified. However,

this level of redundancy remains to be defined and research is needed to

further explore this approach.

4. Further work is needed to extend the partial system factor approach to other

repetitive-member wood assemblies such as floors and roofs, and to systems

built using engineered wood products and other wood-based materials. This

approach also may have application to repetitive-member systems built

using other light-frame materials (e.g., steel bar-joists, cold-formed steel, or

composites) in which system actions (such as pre- and post-yield load-

sharing behavior) may be significant. The partial system factor concept was

introduced in this study, however further research is needed both to extend

and to generalize the partial system factor approach for use in structural

design.
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